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BRINGING UP 
THE REAR 

an editorial by Marty Cantor

Late winter, 1975, and 1 discover fandom. By 
the time I found fandom, I had been a reader of sci
ence fiction for over 30 years. This being “late to the 
party” has been a pattern for me in fandom ever 
since my entry into this hobby (which is now a way 
of life in my retirement).

In May of 1975 I pubbed my first zine, a 2-pager 
for APA-L. This zine utilised mimeo, and was 
printed for me by “Frog” Hollander. Printing was 
later taken over for me by June Moffatt. The first 
copy machine I purchased was a used Heyer ditto 
machine (from Larry Niven) - I later bought a mimeo 
machine from John Trimble (and a second used [but 
electric] mimeo machine was purchased from the 
Los Angeles Canadian Consulate). But I am getting 
ahead of myself.

All of my early zines were typed on a Smith
Corona Portable (which I had acquired in the 1950s), 
later buying an IBM Selectric I. After I married, a 
second Selectric I was purchased - and it was after I 
was married that the above referenced electric 
mimeo machine was purchased. All well and good, 
but fans were already into computers and photo
offset printing. As usual, I was bringing up the rear.

We finally got our first computer in the late 
80’s; but, by that time, I was moving into semi
gafiation, and 1 never used that computer for zines. 
The first issue of No Award, produced in the early 
90’s, utilised a Selectric I and mimeo.

When Robbie and I separated, she took the com
puter, so I did not get my own computer until 1997 - 
it was then that I used it for No Award #2.

I have just used a small windfall to purchase a 
newer computer (on which this zine is being pro
duced), and it includes a modem . So I have gotten on 
line - years behind most fanzine fans (except for 
some of the old pharts).

But the parade of paper zines from this com
puter will continue, despite my access to the web. I 
am a devotee of paper fandom - I do not see that 
changing.  M
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BUT NOT

This is original material 
by 

Thom Digby 
(researched and compiled by Marty Cantor)

SERCON MATERIAL
as this is a collection 

of material from one of the most original minds ever 
to grace the famish continuum. Thomas G. Digby 
has written, mostly, in APAs. I have gathered this 
material from my collection of APA-L, MINNEAPA 
(partial collections of both) and LASFAPA 
(complete). Thom's zines were always titled 
PROBABLY SOMETHING, followed by the line, 
BUT NOT, and then followed by a line or so of 
thought that invariably showed the workings of a 
mind that always put together two and two and came 
up with an answer which probably could be thought 
up by nobody else on Earth. Often (but not always) 
he expanded upon or explained this in a following 
paragraph or three.

Thom is an original, and his often brilliant (but 
usually wacky and off-beat) ideas usually got rea
ders frying to out-wacky him. Those were great days 
in those APAs. To put a little bit of perspective on his 
creativity, please note that he was in these three 
APAs simultaneously, APA-L is put out weekly, and 
Thom was producing these zines for Just about every 
issue. Anybody who has read Larry Niven’s What 
Can One Say About Chocolate Covered Manhole 
Covers will recognise which character was Thom 
Digby after reading just a little bit of the below. 
Keeping in mind that Thom was the person who ex
plained why the Bermuda Triangle no longer existed, 
“Lying wholly within itself it has caused itself to dis
appear, ” 1 hope that you receive as much pleasure 
from this material that I did in re-reading it.

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

MINTING RADIOACTIVE MONEY WHOSE 
FACE VALUE DECREASES AS IT DECAYS.

The main use for such would be to implement a

policy of discouraging hoarding of cash and encour
aging spending. It also might serve as an automatic  
“wealth tax” if you are in favor of taxing large for
tunes to “redistribute wealth” or whatever. And per
haps if the rate at which the gov’t mints this coinage 
matches the decay rate there won’t be the inflation 
often attributed to “printing too much money.” And 
considering the location of pants pockets, if the ra
dioactivity is intense enough it might be an auto
matic birth-control system. (APA-L #570)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

BEING ASKED TO NAME SEVEN KINDS OF 
CATS AND COMING UP WITH “PUSSY,” 
“TOM,” “COPY,” “SCA1RDY,” “ALLEY,” “HEP,” 
AND, “ERPILLAR.” (APA-L #523)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

BRIBING POSTAL OFFICIALS TO ISSUE A 
COMMEMORATIVE STAMP HONORING COR
RUPTION IN GOVERNMENT.

And the fun comes when time comes for LASFS 
to vote on the choice of design. (APA-L #522)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

TRYING TO DISGUISE YOUR PET SNAKE AS A 
CAT SO YOUR FRIENDS WON’T BE AFRAID 
OF IT.

One could glue fake cat legs on it so it wouldn’t 
be a snake any more but I think the hardest part 
would be teaching it to purr. (MINNEAPA #105)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

NATIONAL GOLEM WEEK.
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To be celebrated by a parade across San Fran
cisco’s Golem Gate Bridge, and in Israel by some 
ceremonies in the Golem Heights district ... .(APA- 
L#577)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

APPLYING FOR A CONTRACTOR’S LICENSE 
SO YOU MAY LEGALLY GET SMALLER.

Whether an Expander’s License would be re
quired for return to normal size afterward is a tricky 
legal question, and varies from state to state. Consult 
your local authorities for info. (APA-L #574)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

NATIONAL WEIRD RAILROAD CAR WEEK.

Here we go again - more semantics/definition 
problems. First, I suppose we might want to limit 
this to things the public would expect to come into 
contact with, so let’s limit it to cars to be hooked to a 
passenger train for use by passengers while the train 
is in motion. This makes some things, like a mauso
leum car (for those who prefer the idea of eternal 
travel to that of eternal rest) dependent on the defini
tion of such terms as “passenger” but that can’t be 
helped. And weirdness is at least partly relative - Just 
because trains in this society don’t have bordello cars 
or opium den cars doesn’t mean that other societies 
not too alien to ours couldn’t have them, so they’re 
weird only in a relative way. Absolute weirdness 
might be defined by such things as logical incom
patibilities between various functions and that of 
railroad transportation, but if a society thinks those 
things are really necessary it becomes mainly a mat
ter of cost and engineering BEMpower. For instance, 
a swimming-pool car might have to have some sub
stance like lime Jello added to the water in just 
enough concentration to keep it from sloshing too 
violently but not enough to jell it completely. Like
wise, holding motorcycle races the length of the train 
might require some redesign of the vestibules be
tween cars but would otherwise be fairly easy. An art 
gallery car should be no problem. A wild-game pre
serve, on the other hand, would be very difficult to 
build into a railroad car unless the planet had had 
railroads long enough for there to be wild animals 
used to living in and around railroads (and consid
ered to be endangered species worth saving) unless 
some sort of bigger-on-the-inside-than-the-outside 
spacewarp technology were available. Another

promising thought-line is that of most of the popula
tion permanently living on trains, and now and then 
getting off at some campsite or other. Then getting 
back to one’s own train involves a complex sequence 
of riding various trains between various stops until 
one gets to some stop just ahead of one’s own train. 
Then there might be cars serving as the inverse of 
travel agencies, stations, etc. And garden cars, and 
gymnasium cars, and school cars, and used- 
motorcycle-lot cars, and .... and .... and ... .(APA-L 
#530)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

HOLDING A CON AT THE CENTER OF THE 
EARTH BECAUSE THAT’S THE SAME DIS
TANCE FROM EVERYBODY.

And it’s all downhill. (APA-L #529)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

THE INADVISABILITY OF YELLING “FIRE” IN 
A CROWDED GUN CLUB.

Even if you don’t yell, “Ready...Aim...” first. 
(LASFAPA #11)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

HAVING YOUR CAT RE-UPHOLSTERED.

Like when you get tired of the same old black- 
and-white splotches or orange tabby patterns and 
think you would be interested in a nice blue synthetic 
fur material (which would be less bother for your 
friends who might be allergic to regular cat fur), or if 
you’re tired of cat hair all over the place, a nice cor
duroy or denim or a gay calico print of something ... 
(LASFAPA #17)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

LOSING ONE’S INDIVIDUALITY IN A CARD 
GAME BECAUSE, AFTER LOSING ALL ONE’S 
MONEY AND PROPERTY, AND ONE’S SEX 
PARTNER, IT’S THE LAST REMAINING THING 
ONE HAS TO BET.

Of course, at present this is more stfhal than prac
tical, due to limitations on available technology, and
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I strongly doubt it has happened to anybody in 
LASFS regardless of what the rumors say ... .(APA-
L#656)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

A PLACE SO FAR AWAY IT TAKES SIX 
WEEKS JUST TO THINK ABOUT IT.

Does a place half as far away take three weeks to 
think about? Unfortunately, I neglected to find that 
out. (APA-L #657)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

A MOVIE TITLED “CLOSED FOR REMODEL
ING” THAT IS DOING VERY POORLY AT THE 
BOX OFFICE. (LASFAPA #29)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

ENFORCING THE AGE OF CONSENT BY 
PUTTING CHILDPROOF CLOSURES ON CHAS
TITY BELTS. (LASFAPA #46)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

THE PIED PIPER AT THE DOOR TO THE APA-L 
ROOM SURROUNDED BY RATS, WITH THE 
OC TELLING HIM THAT REGARDLESS OF 
THERE BEING MORE THAN THE REQUIRED 
NUMBER, ALL “SUBSTANTIALLY IDENTI
CAL,” THE ANSWER IS STILL NO. (APA-L 
#660)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

THAT THE REASON DAYS IN JUNE ARE SO 
RARE IS THAT COLLECTORS HAVE BEEN 
BUYING THEM UP ON THE STRENGTH OF RU
MORS THAT THE MONTH IS ABOUT TO GO 
OUT OF PRINT. (APA-L #681)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

BEING CHARGED MONEY FOR GRAVITY; IF

YOU DON’T PAY YOUR BILL, YOU GO 
FLOATING GENTLY OFF INTO THE SKY ....

With the added attraction that if you want to go 
touring the outer planets or something, all you have 
to do is say you’re going on vacation and would like 
a temporary suspension of service, just like people 
do with newspaper and milk delivery sometimes.

And in a free market there may be competitors: 
People will be selling or renting things like propeller 
beanies with the prop rotating to push you down in
stead of giving lift; or miniature rocket engines to be 
worn about one’s person; or perhaps Dean drive 
units; or in areas equipped with ferrous walkways, 
magnetic shoes. Some of these alternatives would 
survive in the market place while others would not, 
and still others would become confined to some spe
cialized uses. Each would, for a time, have its adher
ents and CONSUMER REPORTS would probably 
eventually be moved to run tests on them. Skid Row, 
of course, would be lull of people sleeping under 
bridges, etc., by night and slowly working their way 
from handhold to handhold by day, while police heli
copters or some equivalent are kept busy hauling in 
drunks found sleeping it off two thousand feet over 
the city in clear violation of laws about hazards to 
aviation.

And what of the field of sports? What new con
tests would evolve, and what changes to the rules 
would be needed to make the old ones still playable? 
Would gravity be treated like any other item of ath
letic equipment or supplies, subject to specifications 
by rulemakers for various games? (APA-L #688)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

SNEAKING INTO THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES 
AND “DOCTORING” THE CONSTITUTION SO 
THAT INSTEAD OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ELEC
TION POSSIBLY GOING TO THE HOUSE, IT 
WOULD GO TO LASFS.

And we might be able to get the Secret Service to 
help with the collating. (APA-L #800)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

A KANGAROO GETTING AN ABORTION; 
THEN, WHEN THE NEIGHBORS START ASK
ING EMBARRASSING QUESTIONS, BLAMING 
PICKPOCKETS. (APA-L #668)
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PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

ISSUING SLAVES TO MEMBERS OF A CON
VENTION AS “CON BADGES.”

The system would be fairly simple - Each mem
ber would have a personal slave to follow that mem
ber around and vouch for said member to security 
guards, etc. A competent slave would be fairly hard 
to lose, even if the member gets careless, so long as 
the slave does not want to be lost. Stealing wouldn’t 
be much of a problem either as the slave would run 
away from the thief back to the member the slave be
longed to. As for the security guards, concom, etc. 
being able to recognize the slaves, the logical thing 
to do is to have them all look alike. Perhaps they 
could all be cloned from some minor flunky on the 
concom, since the time required to clone a slave is 
longer than most cons, counterfeiting shouldn’t be a 
problem so long as the secret of who the slaves are 
cloned from isn’t leaked. For that reason it would 
NOT be a good idea to clone the slaves from the Pro 
GoH, high-ranking committee members, or other ob
vious sources.

As a minor side-advantage, this system would 
mean the hotel gets twice as much business in the 
form of meals, rooms, etc., which should make them 
treat the con with more respect. A few fans can be 
expected to creeb at the added expense of maintain
ing a personal slave through the con, but then every 
great idea has its detractors. And think of how useful 
slaves would be after the con for such busywork as 
collating, retyping rough drafts onto master, standing 
in line for stuff, qualifying for the Diamond Lane, 
etc. etc. (APA-L #569)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

A STORE SELLING “ALREADY DEAD TROPI
CAL FISH.”

“No Suspense!” “No Anxious Waiting!” “No 
Grief!” And they’re probably easier to take care of 
than live fish too. (APA-L #567)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

A “REVERSE” MIDAS WHO CAN TURN ANY 
GOLDEN STATUE OR MODEL INTO THE REAL 
OBJECT. (APA-L #565)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

BUILDING AN UNDERWATER MOVIE THEA
TER TO SHOW MOVIES LIKE JAWS TO AUDI
ENCES OF SHARKS AND OTHER UNDERSEA 
CREATURES.

Two major problems: (1) Few undersea creatures 
have much money, and (2) the popcorn will get 
soggy. (APA-L #532)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

SEEING STARS, THE MOON, COMETS, ETC., 
ONLY IF YOU SUBSCRIBE TO T NIGHT SKY 
SERVICE.

If you don’t subscribe, I don’t know for sure what 
you’d see if you went outdoors at night and looked 
up, but I’d guess maybe underarm deodorant ads and 
that kind of stuff. (APA-L #541)

PROBABLY SOMETHING

BUT NOT

WEIGHING 150 POUNDS BUT SIGNING UP 
WITH WEIGHT WATCHERS TO LOSE 300 
POUNDS SO YOU CAN LIVE ON THE CEILING 
OF YOUR APARTMENT TO GET MORE ROOM. 
(APA-L #552)

(more in No Award #8)

(In my DUFF trip report I wrote, “Somebody 
brought in some Pavlova ... I immediately and to
tally absorbed this flavourful piece of heaven. Any
body can win my heart forever by giving me more of 
this wonderful stuff. ” Well, in mid-April, an air mail 
package arrived, containing a 1 kg.. )

PAVLOVA OF COMMENT 
by David L, Russell

Thank you for keeping me on your mailing list de
spite my really good imitation of a deadweight fan? 
How can I possibly get back into your good graces?

You Just have, sir. And let this be an instructive les
son to anybody else who may be in danger of being 
dropped.
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LEAGUES BENEATH GOOD TASTE
by

Milt Stevens
(And again we have Milt at another peak of his hu

mourous form. I append this note for the edification of 
non-American readers: the deadline for filing one’s In
come Tax is April 15 - filing after that date subjects the 
filer to penalties. You will know what this means later in 
this article.)

Things were simpler centuries ago. In the mid
dle ages, people were able to get by with only seven 
deadly sins. Of course, we have become a little bit 
fussier since then. Slaughter and pillage are consid
ered rather reprehensible in our own era. Back then, 
they were not only standard business but politically 
correct as well. These days there is an incredibly 
long list of things we shouldn’t do. Most of this list 
has been incorporated into our concept of sin.

The real expansion of enumerated sin began 
within the last two centuries. Seven deadly sins just 
weren’t handling it anymore. The eighth deadly sin 
was imagining oneself to be a poet, and the ninth 
was imagining oneself to be a critic. The list now 
goes on and on. For instance, the 573rd deadly sin is 
imagining oneself to be Dave Langford.

The causes of some sins are easy to imagine. An 
incident as trivial as being dropped on your head in 
infancy could cause you to imagine yourself to be a 
poet. Other sins are not so easy to understand. Some 
reflect such a depravity of spirit and vileness of char
acter that they are revolting to even contemplate. To 
practice such sins, a person would have to reflect the 
worst aspects of Saddam Hussein, Kenneth Starr, 
and the Three Stooges. All of these qualities would 
be needed to commit the 137th deadly sin, to ima
gine oneself to be a television executive.

Have you ever wondered how you qualify for 
some jobs? There are jobs like being a referee in pro
fessional wrestling or the dictator of a third world 
country which seem to require no skills and no tal
ent. If you continue conducting respiration, the world 
will accept that you are doing your job. It may help

to wave your arms a bit and make some incompre
hensible noise as well. There must be some sort of an 
agency that hires people for that sort of a job. It may 
well be the same agency which hires television ex
ecutives. What would you need to qualify? Flossing 
after every meal couldn’t hurt. Being able to hold a 
copy of Variety the right way up most of the time 
would probably be a good idea also. Beyond that, 
you would just have to practice the prime directive 
of all management, “When in doubt, mumble.”

So now you are an executive at Over The Edge 
Television. You have a large corner office with a hu- 
mongously large desk with no drawers. There is ab
solutely nothing on your desk, since anything requir
ing reading or writing is handled by your secretary. 
Difficult decisions are usually handled by your sec
retary’s secretary. Things have been going well for 
Over The Edge Television. The idea of casting Drew 
Carey in blackface in a biography of Dr. Martin Lu
ther King was a television triumph. The firm earned 
an extra million on recycling the protest mail alone. 
Of course, not all ideas work out perfectly. The 
Howard Stearn Children’s Hour developed some se
vere problems. Howard kept getting grossed out by 
the kids.

But all that is past, we must always concentrate  
on the future. The public complains that our pro
grams are utterly tasteless. They have always been 
tasteless, but not Utterly Tasteless. Or at least, not as 
Utterly as they could be. We still have work to do. 
Offending all standards of human decency is the fi
nal frontier of television. To accomplish this end, we 
have a number of new shows under development.

For the animated children’s market, we are de
veloping “Snuffmouse.” Snuffmouse is a rodent fu
gitive endlessly pursued by Elmer Hackett, the 
owner of The Final Solution Exterminators. In each 
episode, Snuffmouse is bashed, smashed, trashed, 
folded, spindled, mutilated, cut, stabbed, dismem
bered, and flattened by steam rollers. This never 
stops Snuffmouse from rising phoenix-like for an
other week of torment and torture.
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“Road Rager” is being developed for the young 
mindless violence audience. The protagonist, Delbert 
Dweeb, is a nonentity in the Federal Bureau of Ex
traneous Services. At the end of each pointless day, a 
strange transformation overcomes him. When he gets 
behind the wheel of his sports-utility assault vehicle 
he becomes The Road Rager. The contentious 
bumper sticker, the oblivious cell-phone user, the ob
jectionable paint job, the noisy kids in the back seat, 
the jay-walking poodle, the slow moving pedestrian, 
and anyone or anything else within range become 
targets for the Road Rager’s weaponry. The Road 
Rager’s vehicle includes a wide variety of military 
grade weapons. This allows him to use heat seeking 
missiles to destroy pizza delivery men. Cluster bomb 
units are particularly effective against pedestrian tar
gets. For vehicles, he relies on his twin 50 caliber 
machine-guns while reserving his 20 millimeter 
canon for the coup de grace. You can bet young peo
ple will appreciate the simple message of this show. 
Violence may not prove anything, but it certainly is a 
lot of fun.

For the game show market, we are developing 
“Being Humiliated For Dollars.” Each week, appar
ently normal contestants will be dragged into the 
arena and subjected to interrogation on a variety of

personal and embarrassing topics. Cash prizes in
crease with the number of questions the contestant is 
willing to answer. Hesitation in answering may result 
in electroshock or being pelted with a variety of odi
ous substances. The studio audience is encouraged to 
jeer, make impolite noises, and throw garbage at the 
contestants. For the grand prize, contestants must 
mud wrestle a 300 pound female dental assistant.

We are developing “The Tax Files” as our entry 
in the surrealistic horror market. In this series, and 
average American inadvertently files his income tax 
returns on April 16. Agents of an unnamed but sinis
ter government agency appear almost immediately. 
They begin by burning his house to the ground, sell
ing his children to kiddy pornographers, and forcing 
his wife to sell Amway. After that, they become in
creasingly unpleasant. You can tell these government 
agents are really sinister because they wear black 
suits at all times. To add to their inhuman nature, 
they can’t move their little fingers and when killed 
they immediately decompose into fluoride tooth
paste.

For the sitcom market, we are developing 
“Domestic Violence.” This series features Lucifer 
and Delenda Thorn, an average young suburban cou-
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ple with homicidal tendencies. At the beginning of 
each episode, the Thorns are moving into a new 
house. This is because they destroyed their last resi
dence by the conclusion of the last episode. For the 
thorns, there are no minor disputes. Burnt toast or 
leaving the toilet seat up are both invitations to Ar
mageddon. The Thorns employ a wide variety of 
military grade weapons, some of which have only re
cently been added to the NATO Arsenal. The 
Thorns’ disputes regularly progress from biting sar
casm to hand-to-hand combat to edged weapons to 
small arms to grenades and incendiaries and usually 
conclude with anti-tank weapons. Throughout the 
season, we will occasionally include guest combat
ants from some of our other series.

We’re developing “Earth, The Final Insult” for 
the burgeoning sci-fi market. In this series set in the 

। not too distant future, the alien Teflon have arrived 
on Earth in a spaceship that looks like a zucchini 
decorated for Christmas. They say they come in 
peace and offer low cost auto insurance. The fact that 
they dress entirely in black makes some people sus
pect their motives may be sinister. Many things are 
suspected, but nobody can make anything stick. An 
underground resistance movement is formed to find 
out more about the Teflon. It is discovered they can’t 
move their little fingers. This obviously means they 
aren’t touch typists. It is also discovered that when 
they are killed they immediately decompose into 
guacamole.

As the series develops, the Resistance discovers 
the Teflon are engaged in many diabolical experi
ments. At one site, the Teflon have been subjecting 
human guinea pigs to a wide assortment of bean 
dips. They have also been doing rigorous experi
ments with hair loss products. Uncovering their ex
periments with Xerography, it is learned the Teflon 
have lost the ability to reproduce. This in turn leads 
to the suspicion that more than their little fingers 
may not be in working order.

After the Teflon begin selling war bonds, the 
Resistance discovers the Teflon are at war with an
other alien race known as the Adhesives. The Teflon 
and the Adhesives have been at war for thousands of 
years. Both sides routinely launch planetary sized 
objects at each other. When that doesn’t work they 
exchange nasty notes. They also tell many off-color 
jokes about each other. There is a whole cycle of 
jokes about what the Teflon call the Adhesive Dis
ease and the Adhesives call the Teflon Disease. To 
their horror, the Resistance discovers the Teflon are 
intending to clone human gag writers to prosecute

their endless war against the Adhesives.

As another entry in the Children’s market, we 
are developing “The Teletubbies Sunday Orgy.” 
Long known for the diversity and perverseness of 
their sexual practices, the Teletubbies will be practic
ing a variety of Satanic rites which kids will be en
couraged to try at home. In the first show, kids will 
be shown how to turn a frog into a television evan
gelist. Later, they will be shown how to apply curses 
for jock itch, ingrown toenails, and IRS audits.

At the end of another busy day of television 
creativity, the executive returns to his palatial man
sion. He enters the front door, kicks the dog, and 
then beats the wife and kids. That taken care of, he 
can settle down for a relaxing evening of television.
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forQuarterly,City,
usual’ [Which is defined as: articles, relevant book or film 
reviews, con reports, locs, art, trade, or editorial whim].

by
Joseph T. Major

TWINK
“Starkle, starkle, little twink, how 1 wonder what 

you think.”

Masks and deceptions are not uncommon among 
fans. The epochal career of Carl Brandon or the 
thrilling publishing history of Nemesis need only be 
mentioned to be recalled, and in more recent eras the 
splendid achievement of Lloyd Daub deserves to be 
places with these.

Even a pseudonym used explicitly is not un
known. In art, one has but to look at the pennings of 
Teddy Harvia and his close kinsman Dative Hydra. 
Such today in fanzines is the case of the cryptic 
Maryland fan who hides behind the name of “E. B. 
Frohvet.”

As it was with Lloyd and his splendid alters 
Lucinda and Oino, it is a thankless task to un-riddle 
the name behind the mask. I certainly don’t see the 
point in doing it. Determining such matters is, in my 
opinion, a parlor game of one-upmanship.

What the fan sees in Twink is zine dominated 
by its editor, for all that he (if, as has been both as
serted and denied, the person I met outside the Balti
more Convention Center before the Hugo Awards 
Ceremony was indeed, as his membership badge as
serted, “E. B. Frohvet”) retreats behind the masks of 
editorship. Not only does he operate behind a pseu
donym, but his writings use the editorial “we” - put
ting him on a level with Popes, MPD sufferers, and 
people with tapeworm.

And “we” have a constant presence throughout 
the zine. The inside front cover combines editorial 
and colophon, in the current issue discussing choices 
for the Hugo fan categories (albeit “Frohvet” appar

ently feels that since “No Award” will be on the bal
lot anyway, explicitly nominating it is supereroga
tory), explaining the cover, and soliciting material 
for the forthcoming issue. It may be surprising to 
note that “Frohvet’s” solicitations actually do get 
answered. Perhaps he will pass on his secret to our 
Editor?

The colophon proclaims the focus of the zine as 
being “on SF, fantasy, and fandom.” As you know, 
this is a broad range of topics to consider, and can be 
broadened as the editor likes. “Frohvet” has called 
for the downsizing of SF cons in general and World- 
cons in particular, by the removal of extraneous pro
gramming; failing to take into account that all that 
“extraneous” programming stemmed from the inter
ests of core fans (even the bondage group of Dis- 
clave infamy), so any such removal would face op
position.

And indeed, the material proper begins with 
such an example; a guest editorial by regular Twink 
contributor Lyn McConchie on the use of magic in 
the contemporary world. Well, that’s how I would 
put it; the title Lyn uses is “Political Correctness 
Run Amok.”

Lyn, you see, is crippled. She is not “physically 
challenged” or “differently abled.” She resents those 
phrases, finding them demeaning if not actually in
sulting, not to mention being inappropriate (to her, 
someone who is “physically challenged” is someone 
“halfway up Everest who has just discovered that the 
rope on which their life depends is fraying in a most 
undesirable way.” [p.2] and even ugly. And they do 
nothing to solve the very real problems of percep
tion, of shame, of mindset that create these negative 
images.

“Frohvet” is deeply interested in discussing the 
thematic materials of SF. For example, a long- 
running series of articles in Twink has been covering 
and discussing the appearance and presentation of
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black 
charac
ters in 
SF, un
der the 
decep
tively 
com
plex

title “We’re All African Anyway.” This issue takes 
up a new theme, “SF and the Law.”

The article on that theme discusses such matters 
as emancipation as legal competence, the idea of the 
citizenry-in-arms, inheritance, and proof of death. 
The examples used are all from science fiction and 
fantasy; such as the legal status of women on Dark- 
over, the legal paternity of Valentine Michael Smith, 
and the occupation of Earth by the Llralans in Wil
liam Burkett’s Sleeping Planet. The discussion is 
interesting even if the points are often erratic.

The theme of focusing of “SF, fantasy, and fan
dom” continues with the seemingly omnipresent 
Gene Stewart appearing here, writing on the topic of 
“New Ideas: Genuine Science Fiction.” Rather than 
the plaint for a new new New Wave or a super- 
cyber-post-punk that this might seem to be evoking, 
Stewart discusses the elementary; the facts about the 
nature of science fiction that are so obvious that we 
have forgotten them. And because they are capable 
of being ignored, the field is often not living up to its 
potential.

Stewart continues with book reviews of, if not 
classics, at least not the same old mass-produced 
sharecropped stuff that drives out the literature of 
ideas and pioneering that he praises. The only prob
lem I can see is finding the books; they are, after all, 
ten years old and therefore, by contemporary book 
standards, like, whadat?

“Frohvet” chimes in with several shorter re
views that tend more towards the metacritical. That 
is, they tend as much to be about the entire field as 
reflected in the book in question instead of just the 
book itself. He finds failure in entire established se
ries (both McCaffrey’s Pern and Pratchett’s Disc
world are characterized as having gone on far too 
long) and in novelty for novelty’s sake.

(Another guest reviewer expressed a desire for 
more detailed reviews and, not being content to only 
snipe from the sidelines, provided one. Discussing in 
such detail a trivial book, and to be quite honest, the 
reviewer managed to display the incomprehensions

of the original writer well enough, rather vitiates the 
idea.)

A complicated reference (1 know he explained it 
once, but it didn’t take) has fanzine reviews being 
connected to “The Half Naked One on the Left.” 
Here we have a paragraph per, which while barely 
skimming the surface at least allows the prospective 
faned to get an idea of what is out there and where to 
get it.

And now we’ll get him, say the loccers, and pro
vide “Rheders Rhevenge” on “Frohvet.” The letter 
column in this particular issue contains one interest
ing discussion. Lloyd Penney, you see, wished to run 
for TAFF. He was informed, he says, “that anyone 
using the fund itself for the trip would be looked 
down upon” and that “Canadian participation would 
be unwelcome.” Evidently “Frohvet” mentioned the 
matter to Ulrika O’Brien, who called the claims non
sense, saying “No current or former administrator 
would offer such a pronouncement.” Looks like 
some self-styled SMOFs have been laying down the 
Law.

After the readers strike back, the editor gets to 
comment on “Miscellany.” This contains the sort of 
thing your would expect from a name like that. 
“Frohvet” reports on his fiction sales, reports on 
various observations on the state of the world (like, 
for example, the dropping of a character named “Vai 
Birkhead” from Buffy the Vampire Slayer), and nota
ble quotes.

Twink is not as advanced in appearance as other 
fanzines. In one way, indeed, it is a rarity; it is typed, 
not word-processed. (Until a few issues ago, the 
pages were marked by the alignment guide lines, un
til “Frohvet” discovered - or, actually, had pointed 
out to him - blue guide lines, which don’t photo
copy.) Perhaps this makes him more careful about 
errors and misalignments; there do not seem to be, 
for example, dropped lines.

The art, as with most fanzines these days, shows 
the tapping in the Great Reservoir of Fan Art that is 
out there. Once one gets into the flow, as it were, it is 
possible to put out issues that contain decent illos. 
The layout itself is adequate, which (except for art 
fanatics) has its good points; a fanzine with scintillat
ing art and layout means that some other feature suf
fers, and that feature is most likely to be the writing.

Which is, after all, the feature of this zine.
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PART THREE: THE OUTLANDER'S TALE

Each year at LOSCON, The Los Angeles Sci
ence Fantasy Society’s proprietary convention, this 
world’s oldest s-f club gives two awards, namely 
The Forry Award and the Evans-Freehafer Award.

The Forry Award usually goes to a professional 
in the field as a lifetime achievement award. The an
nual winner is elected by the membership of LASFS 
using a fairly simple nominating and voting proce
dure. It is named for one of the club’s oldest mem
bers, Forrest J. Ackerman.

I was going to write that 1 knew Forry before he 
was internationally famous and known as Mr. Sci
ence Fiction from Japan to Continental Europe and, 
for all I know, in Africa, North and South Poles, and 
maybe even Upper and Lower Katchelkickel- 
kalikans. Actually, Forry was a famous fan in this 
country and overseas when I first heard of him 
through the pages of VOM and other fanzines. By 
the time we met in person in 1946, he and Bob 
Tucker were vying for the title of Number One Fan 
depending on which fan poll you wanted to believe. 
At the Worldcon (Pacificon I) in 1946, Tucker an
nounced that Forry was indeed the Number One Fan 
and that he, Tucker, would be the Number One and 
One Half Fan.

Forry’s preservation of science fiction, fantasy 
and weird books, magazines, artwork, movie arti
facts, etc., etc., and his promotion of the field all 
these years is certainly unequaled by anyone. His 
generosity and open house policy has earned him 
innumerable friends. Unfortunately, the collection 
has also attracted thieves in fannish guise on occa
sion.

More than one friend has referred to Forry as a 
Peter Pan, the little boy who never grew up. He was 
and is envied because his hobby and his profession 
became one, and he has done it all: collect, write, 
edit, agent, lecture, travel to distant climes, act in 
movies, all of it related directly to his love of s-f and 
fantasy. So the Forry Award represents all phases of 
the science fiction field as exemplified by the man 
for whom it is named.

by
Len 

Moffatt

The Evans-Freehafer Award is given to a 
member of LASFS who has done more than 
his or her share to help the old club survive 
and prosper. I don’t know how the first three 
recipients were chosen by nowadays the last 
three recipients form a committee to choose 
the annual winner.

By the time I joined LASFS in 1946, Paul 
Freehafer had already died but was still well 
remembered by his friends. There had been 
more than one fannish feud among the club 
members and, as I understand it, Freehafer re
mained friends with all the members without 
being a fence-sitter. How much he was loved 
and missed is shown by the fact that the club 
voted to call their meeting place Freehafer 
Hall, wherever it met over the years. That re
mains true to this day.

E. Everett Evans, who moved to Los An
geles in the Forties from Battle Creek Michi
gan, one of Michifandom’s Slan Shack crew, 
was in his early fifties when I met him in 1946. 
He didn’t live in LA’s version of Slan Shack 
which was next door to the clubhouse. He was 
across the street in yet another old rooming 
house, dubbed Tendril Towers by local fans. 
Later he would move to another rooming 
house run by a lady named Louise Leipiar to 
whom I and others are indebted for introducing 
a certain lovely young lady named June to lo
cal fandom but that comes later in this tale.

I’m not sure what Ev did for a living. He 
may have had a pension from the Navy but this 
cigar-smoking old gent (old to me as I was 
only in my twenties at the time) who could 
hand out praise or gripes with equal pomposity 
always seemed to have money to spare for 
whatever cause came up. One of these was 
helping to pay the club’s room rent when not 
enough dues were collected to cover it. And on 
more than one occasion when we went out for 
a group dinner, our separate checks never ar-
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rived. Ev had picked up the tab.

Burbee and Laney wrote items implying that Ev 
was one of the club’s “queers.” I never got that im
pression as I have seen him pat more than one female 
fanny and I have it on good authority that he was as 
fond of the women as any other dirty old man. Of 
course, he could have been bisexual but who the hell 
cares? In any event, he eventually married a femme 
fan and writer, Thelma Hamm, and they appeared to 
be a happily married couple until the day he died.

Besides his big-heartedness, he was a hard 
worker for the club and had a lot to do with getting 
the Westercons started. He died in 1958, shortly after 
the SoLaCon. During the Fifties he tried his had at 
pro writing as did several LASFS members of that 
era. He sold a few stories and a novel. The novel did 
not do well but one of his short stories has the oft- 
quoted line: “Slowly and painfully he leaped to his 
feet...”

There are probably other old time club members 
who did as much for LASFS as Freehafer and Evans, 
but they are representative of the members who are 
willing to work hard to keep the club going. Ev was 
not liked by everyone in the club, but he had many 
friends and even those who weren’t all that fond of 
him would have to admit that he gave more than just 
money to the betterment of LASFS and fandom. Ap
parently, Paul Freehafer was universally liked; and, 
despite his own problems, was willing to work hard 
for the club. Somehow, the late, lamented Gary 
Louie comes to mind as a recent member in the same 
mold.

After the so-called Insurgent Element left the 
club, there was a rumor that Burbee intended to con
tinue publishing SHANGRI-L'AFFAIRES as his own 
fanzine. I don’t know if this rumor was started by the 
IE or was conjured up out of the imagination of some 
worried LASFS member; but, somehow, it was de-

THIS VERY FANZINE WAS ONCE 
INVOLVED IN A WIDESPREAD 

FANNISH SCANDAL!

IT WAS MIMOED 
BACK THEN AND 

USED DISMANTLED 
HYPHENS AS 
SLIPSHEETS!

cided that 
the club 
would go 
back to the 
original 
magazine 
title of 
SHANGRI- 
LA. Don’t 
ask me if 
we contin
ued the old 
numbering

or started all over with No. One as I can’t recall. No 
one wanted to take on the job of editing the zine, 
knowing full well that it meant cutting most if not all 
of the stencils, running the mimeo, collating, sta
pling, labeling, and mailing, and doing it on a more 
or less basis.

Someone came up with the bright idea of a rotat
ing editorship. A member could volunteer to produce 
just one issue. He or she could get help from others 
of course, and would be responsible for gathering the 
material to publish. The next issue would be pro
duced by another volunteer, etc. As a result, the 
magazine lacked a certain consistency, not to men
tion the loss of a lot of quality control, so to speak.

The problem was compounded when there 
seemed to be trouble in keeping track of the mailing 
list. I am sure there were fans in other parts of the 
country (perhaps even overseas) who came to the 
conclusion that SHAGGY had died and perhaps the 
LASFS had also folded.

It was during this period that the very informal 
Outlanders became the no-very-formal Outlander 
Society. Rick Sneary insisted and the other Outland
ers agreed that if we had any official rules they 
would be officially unofficial. We would meet once ■ 
a month in each other’s homes. We would produce a 
round-robin type of “chain letter.” Not the kind you 
get in the mail that threatens disaster if you don’t 
keep it going, but more like the one I started with the 
Western Pennsylvania Science Fictioneers, pre- 
WW1I. (The first person on the membership list 
would write something, anything, whatever they felt 
like, and mail it to the next person on the list, who in 
turn would go and do likewise, sending both his and 
the first person’s contribution to the third person, and 
so on. When the by-now bulky letter got back to the 
first person, he would remove his original piece and 
replace it with a new one, and on into the night.)

Anyone could apply for membership, but they 
had to be voted in unanimously. The idea was to 
have a group not likely to have fussin’ and feudin’ 
among its members. The OS did select some Honor
ary Members. One was Ed Cox, a good friend of 
some members, who lived in a really outlandish 
place called Lubec, Maine. Forry and Wendy Acker
man were also Honorary Members and had a better 
attendance record than some of the regular members.

By this time some of us Outlanders were attend
ing LASFS on a regular basis thanks to Alan and 
Freddie Hershey, who lived in Bell (close by South 
Gate and Bell Gardens) and who had a car.
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I used to refer to this period of LASFS history as 
the “doldrums” but perhaps that was an unfair exag
geration. Despite its lack of contact with fandom in 
general, the old club was still meeting every Thurs
day in a room sublet to them by Walt Daugherty. 
Unlike the Bixel Street room (which had a storefront 
window), this one was below street level just off the 
lobby of the Prince Rupert Arms on Witmer St. (The 
last time we drove by there, the apartment building 
had steel bars protecting its windows, which told us 
that the neighborhood wasn’t as safe as it was when 
we met there.)

Actually, the large club room had windows that 
looked out onto the slanting sidewalk. (The building 
was set into a hill.) You could watch the legs and 
feet of passing pedestrians. Sometimes a passer-by 
would stop and lean down to peer into the room. I 
guess we had blinds or shades of some kind but 
rarely used them.

LASFS used the room on Thursday nights 
(eventually it was shared by the Pacific Rocket Soci
ety and there was some crossover in the member
ships) and sometimes on weekends to publish 
SHAGGY and other fanzines.

Getting back to the Outlanders, I must admit that 
I was the one who suggested having monthly meet
ings in our homes, as well doing the “Unofficial 
Eternal Chain Letter;” and, hey, why don’t we pub
lish our own fanzine? We did, and it was called THE 
OUTLANDER, what else? More on that later.

Meanwhile, Outlanders were helping to keep 
LASFS going by running for office and taking our 
turns at publishing SHAGGY, It was fairly easy to get 
elected then as hardly anybody wanted to do the 
work. Older members like Forry and Walt had al
ready done more than their share for the club; and, 
among the so-called younger members, the Outland
ers were the most fannishly active. During this pe
riod, Rick served as Treasurer and as Director, not at 
the same time although I am sure he could have man
aged it. The Director ran the meetings. Later in the 
club’s history the name of the office was changed, 
first to Procedural Director and then to President to 
avoid confusion with members of the Board of Di
rectors.

I served as Secretary during Rick’s term as Di
rector. At various times I was also Senior Commit
teeman (second in command, so to speak) and Junior 
Committeeman (third in command) whose main job 
was welcoming guests and new members. 1 started 
the system of having the guests fill out cards for the

JC to use in introducing them during the meeting and 
of course for the club’s records.

I never ran for Treasurer, knowing that it really  
was the hardest job of the five procedural offices. It  
still is. Back then there were fewer members but get
ting all of them to pay their dues every week took  
someone with the tenacity of a Sneary or a Barney 
Bernard. Nowadays, there are many more members, 
the club owns a lot with two buildings, and the 
Treasurer still has to lean on some members to pay 
their dues, as well as do a lot more record keeping 
and paper work. The job is just as tough or tougher, 
but at least the Treasurer doesn’t have to dig into his 
or her own pockets to help pay the rent.

After 1946, the Worldcon did not return to the 
Los Angeles area until 1958. There were two more 
west coast Worldcons before 1958, Portland in 1950 
and San Francisco in 1954, but most of the World- 
cons from the first one in New York 1939 to the six
teenth one in South Gate in ‘58 were held in the 
Midwest or East in the United States with the excep
tion of Toronto in 1948 and London in 1957. (In case 
you are wondering about the numbering, there were 
no Worldcons in 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945. The 
first three were in New York, Chicago, and Denver 
in 1939, 1940, and 1941. The fourth one was to be in 
Los Angeles in 1942 but was postponed until after 
World War II.)

The enthusiasm engendered by the 1946 World- 
con carried over to LASFS, despite the club’s inter
nal problems. I think it was Ev Evans who voiced 
our wish that we could have another convention lo
cally. It wouldn’t have to be a three day formal af
fair, just a one day get-together to “fangab.” Walt 
Daugherty did more than agree with the idea. He set 
about organizing the first West Coast Science Fan
tasy Conference. Sponsored by LASFS, it was in
deed a one day affair but it did have a program and 1 
think an auction, and we returned to Park View
Manor near Westlake (now MacArthur) Park, the site 
of the 1946 Worldcon, for the 1948 “get-together.”

Authors present included Ross Rocklyn, the up- 
and-coming Ray Bradbury, Van and Mayne, of 
course, and I think that is the one time I met Claire 
Winger Harris, and elderly lady who wrote s-f for the 
Gernsback pulps. A female s-f writer or fan was a 
rarity in those days. When Ray got up to speak he 
pulled a ream of paper from his briefcase, pretending 
that it was the speech he intended to read to us. It got 
a good laugh. I don’t recall what he did talk about. 
Having heard him speak so many times over the
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years, I can say with authority that besides being a 
great writer he is one of the world’s best hambones.

There used to be a theory that writes usually 
made poor speakers but gentlemen like Ray 
Bradbury, Bob Bloch, Tony Boucher, Harlan Ellison, 
Tony Hillerman, and Jerry Pournelle (to name a few 
in no particular order) are exceptions to the rule.

The first Westercon was successful enough to 
warrant putting on a second one in 1949. By then the 
Outlander Society was established and active in fan
dom in general as well as locally. While Rex Ward 
was still with the group he had come up with the slo
gan “South Gate in ‘58!” derived from a Bay Area 
slogan, “Golden Gate in ‘48!”. I guess they were bid
ding for the ‘48 Worldcon, but obviously Toronto’s 
bid won.

Although it was nice to think of having a World- 
con in one’s home town, Rick Sneary, who lived in 
South Gate, and the rest of us Outlanders, weren't all 
that serious about it. At first. We, and our friends 
around the country and overseas, kept the slogan in 
print until it became obvious that we were indeed 
expected to make the bid at the appropriate time.

Meanwhile, the Outlander Society decided to 
bid for the 1950 Westercon. We had some ideas of 
our own as to what we would like to see at a con, 
even if it was only a one-day deal. The 1949 Wester
con was held at a Knights of Pythias Hall in Los An
geles and we rented it again for the 1950 one. As I 
recall, the meeting room was on the second floor of a 
ramshackle old building and there was a closet at the 
head of the stairs that contained a skeleton, such as 
one might see in a medical lab or a horror movie. We 
didn’t know why it was there, but it was a fun thing 
to show to the attendees.

Latham), the astronomer and writer, if he would 
oblige. He had been a guest at more than one of our 
Outlander meetings, bringing along his wife and 
young daughter, the latter a little girl at the time. 
They seemed to enjoy our Outlandish antics, includ
ing the opera take-offs I used to do at meetings and 
parties. Doc was more than willing to be our GoH 
and we also asked his friend Chesley Bonestell, the 
great astronomical artist, to attend. Bonestell was 
apparently too shy to attend a fan convention, but he 
quite generously donated several of his original 
paintings to our auction. The convention actually 
made money, part of which was passed on to the 
next Westercon committee, and part of which was 
banked by Rick as a war chest for South Gate in ‘58.

We had a kind of fan art show with one of own 
members, teenager Con Pederson, getting first prize 
(whatever it was) as voted on by the attendees.

Speaking of prizes, our other teen-age member, 
John Van Couvering, suggested that we have a draw
ing for a door prize. He went on a one-man scaven
ger expedition and found a big old wooden door 
which he brought to the convention and hid some
where. 1 don’t remember which attendee won the 
door prize, but imagine their surprise and perhaps 
consternation when presented with an actual door. 
We also had a science fiction book (probably pur
chased from Ackerman) as the winners “consolation 
prize.”

Forry usually had a table of books for sale at 
these affairs and 1 think Dale hart rented a table for 
book selling too. The Outlander Society had its own 
table backed by a banner advertising “South Gate in 
58!” I think we had a display of photos of our mem
bers. We also had copies of THE OUTLANDER for 
sale.

We decided to have an actual Guest of Honor 
and asked R.S. (Doc) Richardson (aka Philip

Although it was basically an Outlander opera
tion, we had lots of help from our Honorary
Members Forry and Wendy and from other 
Lasfasians like Walt Daugherty, our auc
tioneer, and others. Anyway, all of the Out
landers were also Lasfasians; so, though 
we, as Outlanders, were responsible for the 
convention, it was still being worked on by 
the LASFS.

None of us (members of L ASFS and mem
bers of the Outlander Society) wanted to 
keep the Westercon in the LArea forever. 
Well, perhaps a few did, but it was obvious 
that it the same basic crew did it year after 
year, the fun of doing it might wear thin.
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But not to worry, there were two out of town bids for 
the fourth Westercon, one from San Diego and one 
from San Francisco.

I sort of favored the San Diego bid but really 
didn’t know enough about either group to have a 
good reason for favoring one over the other. As it 
turned out, San Francisco and the Bay Area in gen
eral became a favorite place to visit in the years to 
come. San Diego was and is a fun place to visit, too, 
but I would eventually have more friends in the Bay 
Area.

So we had a vote and the Bay Area bid won. I 
understand that the committee that won the bid for 
some reason were unable to plan and produce the 
convention and all the work was done by another 
committee. In any case, the Westercons were on their 
way to being a truly West Coast conference. At least, 
until the time it was held in Boise, Idaho. That estab
lished the precedent that they did not have to have a 
West Coast location.

Before and after the third Westercon the Out- 
landers were keeping busy, helping to keep LASFS 
alive, having their own monthly meetings (which 
were more like parties), writing their eternal chain 
letter, publishing their magazine, and socializing in 
general.

Some of us were also active in the NFFF and 
FAPA, still indulged in good old fashioned letter 
writing, kept up with our reading (in my case, s-f, 
mystery, history, show biz, cereal boxes, etc.), went 
to movies and stage shows, and somehow kept up 
with our daily jobs or, in the case of our younger 
members, school work.

While I was still working at the steel tubing mill 
there was a Big Steel strike, which meant that our 
smaller plant would not be getting material to work 
on. The plant was closed temporarily and we were 
laid off - - temporarily.

I went out to find a temporary job and wound up 
at a small paper box factory just a few blocks from 
where I lived. The company manufactured folding 
cartons such as cereal boxes, soap and detergent 
boxes, beer and soft drink carriers, some candy car
tons, a variety of packaging items. As a floor worker, 
I didn’t make as much as I did as a finished tube in
spector, but the work and the surroundings were a lot 
more interesting. Eventually I got to work in the 
printing department and learned to feed a small print
ing press. I also helped the foreman to sort and set 
type and anything else that a printer’s devil must do,

or learn to do.

Other parts of the whole operation fascinated me 
too. Behind the carton plant was the company’s 
board mill which manufactured various grades of 
paper by using recycled paper goods, newsprint, etc.

I liked to go back to the mill’s “beater room” 
where the hydro-pulper vats (“beaters”) were. Some
times I was there as part of my job, hauling paper 
cuttings or trimmings from our carton cutting depart
ment to be recycled, sometimes on my break or 
lunch hour. I liked to sort through the broken bales 
of paper brought into the back yard, looking for 
books or magazines. Once I even found an old copy 
of GHOST STORIES, a pulp my Uncle Willie used to 
read when I was a kid.

I learned to be a “stripper” in the cutting depart
ment, a job that required a certain amount of stamina 
as well as a good eye and some skill. Sometimes I 
worked in Finishing where the folding cartons were 
glued and packed, and sometimes 1 worked as a 
swamper, going on deliveries with the truck drivers. 
Needless to say, I did not go back to the tube mill.

1 worked in all the departments in the carton 
plant at one time or another and learned enough 
about each one that I could make extra money stay
ing overtime to fill in almost anywhere. I wasn’t a 
master of all the trades but 1 could keep up with most 
of the work without screwing it up. It was all good 
training for what was to come, a career as a non
fiction writer in the packaging industry, which paid a 
lot better than writing for the magazines.

I worked at that same address for more than 
forty years for four different companies. When the 
second company took over I transferred into the of
fice, something that probably wouldn’t have hap
pened except for the fact that I had some stories pub
lished in the latter day pulps!

Except for a college course in Journalism, I was 
probably the only person in the office who didn’t 
have a complete college education. When someone 
asked me what 1 did for a living I used to keep it 
simple by saying that I was a technical writer for pa
per boxes, but my job over the years entailed more 
than that.

Writing (all kinds of writing, including ghosting 
for others) was an important part of it, as was dealing 
with customers by phone as well as by mail and 
sometimes in person. As a Sales Correspondent I had 
to work hand in hand with all the other departments:
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sales, scheduling, production, shipping, inventory, 
billing, purchasing, etc.

Eventually I would also write a column for the 
company magazine. 1 was asked to write about each 
department as well as interview employees and write 
about them. Sometimes it was fun and sometimes it 
was difficult. But I enjoyed writing and I enjoyed the 
challenge.

I might still be working, but the fifth company 
to take over shut down the carton plant to used as a 
warehouse for the board mill, making paper and sell
ing it to others to process being their main interest. 
So 1 was forced into retirement although I could have 
heeded the call of more than one head hunter. But I 
didn’t want to start anew in a different location; and, 
since it was a layoff as well as retirement (for me 
and a few others), I got severance pay as well as my 
pensions. But I still don’t have enough time (or en
ergy) to do all the things I would like to do and won
der how 1 kept up with all of our activities when I 
was working five days a week!

Getting back to the late Forties and early Fifties, 
my mother and I moved to a rented house, still in 
Bell Gardens, and then I got a GI Loan to start buy
ing a house of my own, still in Bell Gardens.

I have yet to tell you more about the various 
members of the Outlander Society and their doings 
as well as events and people at LASFS and else
where in local fandom, which means that this Tale 
will have to be continued...

M
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the Fire

“It was Major Hood. Sergeant Lindahl is 
asleep! Hood asked for you!”

“No, none. But he said it was important.”

“Yeah. Lindahl woke me up about an hour 
ago. I’ve had about six hours.” Lucky bastard.

by Ed Green

National Guard 
Ssgt Ed Green’s 
continuing saga 
of his duty during
the 1990's Los 
Angeles riots.

The rule is, you don’t stop shaking the 
shoulder of a sleeping trooper until he actu
ally says something to you that isn’t a grunt 
or a moan. Usually it’s “I’m awake goddam
nit!”, and it was the same for me. Sticking my 
head out from inside the sleeping bag, 
George’s face was there. Even with my 
glasses it would have been difficult to miss 
the breath. My eyes felt like they’d been 
sandpapered for an hour and my head had the 
opening beats of a great migraine. I brought 
my watch up close to my face and looked.

“Christ, what is it? I’ve only been 
asleep .. . two and a half hours?” It came out 
as a snarl, and George became defensive.

Nodding, and keeping any additional com
ments to myself, I pulled myself out of the 
bag. Running my hand through my hair, I 
closed my eyes and tried to concentrate on 
something other than the anger and fatigue. 
After a moment, the question came out. “Any 
idea why?”

Sighing, since we had reached the point in 
this whole bloody mess where everything was 
important to someone, 1 asked George if he 
could find me a cup of coffee. As he headed 
off, I thought of something else. “Have you 
slept??

I told him to meet me in the office, and pulled 
it together to talk to Major Hood. It was a 
short walk, but a slow one. There were bodies 
strewn all along the floor, snoring, gasping

and making other sleep sounds. No 
one was getting a good night’s rest, but they were 
doing the best they could.

Any thought of remaining pissed at Hood was 
swept away by the look of his eyes. Bloodshot, and 
almost vacant. The boss had had less sleep than me. I 
knocked on his door, and walked over to a chair. I 
fell into it and pulled a notepad out of my pocket. He 
was on the phone when I got there, and was finishing 
up something involving logistics. He hung up and 
sighed, they took another swig of his coffee.

I tried to put a good face on things, and doing 
my best Oliver Hardy voice said, “Well Stanley . . .” 
A wave of the hand ended that. He then passed over 
a cup of coffee and went right into business.

“The Adjutant General, The Commander of 
Military Forces for Los Angeles, the Division Com
mander, plus all of their strap hangers, are going to 
be here in three hours. The Colonel wants a full staff 
briefing prepped and rehearsed in 90 minutes.” 
Fairly simple, only slightly unreasonable, and cer
tainly not impossible. Then I thought about the visi
tors. The Adjutant General was the senior military 
member of the National Guard in the State. This time 
out, he was a two star Air Force General. Major Gen
eral Hernandez was the Division Commander. An
other two star, although he’d commanded a support 
unit during the ‘65 riots. That third one threw me.

“Hey, wait . . . who the fuck is the Commander 
of Military Forces for Los Angeles? Isn’t that Her- 
mandez? The Division Commander?” Hood shook 
his head.

Once you start fighting any kind of war, you 
tend to focus in on the stuff that’s important to just 
you. Since I wasn’t near the front lines, I worried just 
about the paperwork shuffle. Things had been hap
pening at levels far beyond the Armory in Van Nuys.

The perception by the Governor was that the 
National Guard had totally blown its response to the 
rioting by not having ammo handy, and getting 
troops onto the streets in a “timely” manner. Along 
with this, there was the natural confusion between 
the Guard, the LAPD, and the LA Sheriff/s Depart
ment about who controlled whom, and who helped 
whom. Finally, between the media showing nothing 
but views of rioters controlling the streets, and the
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efforts of local community leaders, the mayor of Los 
Angeles had the impression that the battle for the 
streets of LA was being lost. Enter Warren Christo
pher. Future Secretary of State to Bill Clinton, politi
cal advisor to numerous governors and Presidents, 
and . . . apparently military genius. He had made 
calls to both the White House and Mayor Bradley’s 
office, convincing everyone that the “locals” could
n’t handle the problem. It was time to call out the 
Marines.

And more. He pushed for the deployment of 
Federal troops and insisted that: all the National 
Guard troops be “federalized.” A legal term, mean
ing the troops now fall under the direct control of the 
President of the United States, or his designated rep
resentative. It also means that the Guard is no longer 
acting in the interests of the State, it is there to per
form enforcement of specific federal laws. While it 
may seem like a subtle difference, it meant that in
stead of grabbing your gear and helping the cops, 
you needed to have each mission reviewed by a team 
of lawyers.

So, while I’d been busy waging my own war 
with strength reports, we’d gone from close to 
10,000 troops slowly controlling the riots, to the de
ployment of almost another full Division of Marines 
from Camp Pendelton, south of Los Angeles, and 
another 3,000 soldiers from the 7th Infantry Divi
sion, out of Fort Ord (north of Los Angeles).

Either unit would have been more than capable 
of dealing with this mission on its own. The Marines 
have a rep as “bad asses.” They earned that rep by, 
well . . . being “bad asses.” I don’t agree with their 
tactics at times, and I think they rely too much on 
just guts over brains to carry on a mission, but I’ll 
take a platoon of Marines as my flank guard any day 
of the week.

The 7th ID, on the other hand, at the time was 
what the Army called “Light Fighters.” In an age 
where it takes months to deploy tanks to the fighting, 
the Army needed a group of Fighters who were easy 
to move like Paratroopers, but would last longer in 
the field than the Airborne types. The 7th ID were 
those soldiers. Used to lugging up to one and a half 
times their own body weight for over 20 miles, 
trained to make every shot count, and every mouth
ful of food last as long as possible, this is the unit I’d 
want on my other flank if it got ugly.

So, we now had LAPD, LA County Sheriff, the 
California Army National Guard, the California Air 
National Guard, the USMC, the US Army and units

from the FBI, ATF, Federal Protective Service, 
FEMA, US Marshals, INS, and even the Department 
of Energy’s SWAT team!

With all this going on, a single commander was 
needed for the military side of this mess, and in yet 
another political move, Brigadier General James 
Delk was assigned as the Commander of all the Mili
tary Units. Although Delk was outranked in the num
ber of stars by damn near everyone else in the opera
tion, he’d been given the position which gave him 
the authority. Delk was also one of the best moves 
made, since he was a former commander of the 40th 
ID (the California Division) and was well respected 
at the national level.

It took a lot less time for Hood to give me this 
info, since 1 knew the jargon (and you, the reader, do 
not) and 1 could see the implications, both for us at 
the unit, and for our overall job. We discussed what 
the Colonel was expecting to see for the briefing, and 
he dismissed me.

Hustling back to my office, I told George to 
handle all phone calls and faxes and jumped into the 
prep. It is a sad, but true fact that working as a Staff 
NCO, careers live and die by the briefings. I wasn’t 
worried much about my career, it was pretty much at 
a standstill at that point, but a commanding officer 
who’s career got tanked by a bad brief was a horrible 
thing to live with. In the personnel game, it’s pretty 
straight forward. Numbers of troops, how many 
alive, dead, hurt, and so on. Then you start making 
guesses. How many will you lose in the next 24 
hours? How many replacements do you expect? How 
many have you asked for? Medical problems? 
What’s the fix? Morale? Mine was sinking, but cof
fee was helping to keep it floating.

While I’m up to my hips in a body count, the 
whole building is starting to bubble and babble over 
the visit. It’s nearing 9:00 PM, so the first wave of 
troops going out on the streets is piling fear onto 
trucks and Humvees. The support troops are being 
whipped into preparing the building and briefing 
room for the visit. The Command Sergeant Major, 
the senior NCO of the Battalion is pushing the task, 
with his usual touch. The CSM was a good soldier, 
but just plain didn’t like staff NCOs and the Full 
Time members of the unit, and always let you know 
about it. I know he didn’t really like me, because I 
had this nasty habit of telling him that we just plain 
didn’t have enough troops to do everything the plans 
called for. I guess it was my fault people weren’t 
joining.
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By about 10:00 PM, the staff assembles in the 
conference room and we rehears the brief. We’re all 
tired and it shows. Our numbers are off, we don’t 
clearly present our plans, and the practice questions 
that Hood tosses at us end up with screaming 
matches between the various groups. Back to our 
offices, back to the charts, less time to get it all right. 
Another rehearsal with Hood. This time, he’s the one 
who starts yelling. Twenty minutes to tweak it before 
the Colonel gets briefed. Those last changes, the re
drawing of the maps and charts.

The Colonel is playing good cop tonight. A few 
simple questions, a few minor corrections, and it’s 
over for now. Hood and I talk quickly about security 
for the VIPs. Did either of us think we were going to 
be attacked by someone trying to take out the top 
leaders? Nope, not a chance in Hell.

1 then suggested we trot out the hole security 
team, plus ask the Headquarters unit for an addi
tional 20 man section, since Hell was full of losers. 
Hood thought it over for a second and told me to 
make it a platoon. Smiling, I requested that he ask 
the HQ unit for the soldiers, since I didn’t need a 
First Sergeant yelling at me and making things ugly. 
Hood nodded, and walked away.

George was holding a dozen messages for me, 
including one ordering me to report to Division HQ 
tomorrow morning for a 6:00 AM conference. In
cluding a shower and vehicle prep, it meant I’d leave 
the unit at around 4:00 AM. I sighed and told George 
to start working on requesting a vehicle and making 
sure it was fueled and ready to go. The rest of the 
messages all required some kind of attention. When 
the security unit arrived, I told than to set up and to 
fold the additional platoon in with them. As they left, 
I told them to make sure they actually used the sign/ 
countersign on the generals. Although it was a pain 
in the ass, I just knew that we’d get a royal chewing 
out if we didn’t do it. That’s why there are Sergeants 
all over the place. Some to do the job, others to make 
sure it gets done.

All ten Humvees arrive 15 minutes prior to the 
briefing. I haven’t seen that many stars in one clump 
ever in my career. They all bring drivers, and Senior 
NCOs and Aides, and radio operators, and security 
personnel. We’ve cleared enough parking spots in 
advance, and so getting everyone to the classroom is 
simple. No one wants to waste any time.

I’ve met most of the Generals at one time or an
other, and even worked for Delk for a brief period of 
time. Hernandez, however, is the man we’re all go

ing to key off of. He's our boss, the one we are di
rectly responsible to. He’s a big, thick, Hispanic, 
who’s in better shape at 59 than most of us are at 35. 
And likable. Generals don’t need to be that, but it’s 
natural to him, and it’s something we all can appreci
ate.

Delk looks his age - 60. His last fitness test he 
ran two miles in under 18 minutes. My time as 21 
minutes. He passed, I didn’t. He never yells, never 
raises a voice. He looks for the best thing to say 
about people working for him. People move when he 
gives orders. In part, because he’s always clear about 
what he wants. And, well, no one wants to be the 
first to make him yell.

The Adjutant General is also in his late 50s, and 
you just know by the way he carries himself, he used 
to fly fighters. It’s just a style. He looks slightly out 
of place in a sea of grunts, but he’s the voice of the 
Governor and doesn’t need to worry about how he 
looks.

The Division Command Sergeant Major, an old 
friend named Joe Marshall, smiles and nods his head 
at me as he goes by. We’ve pulled each other out of 
scrapes in the past, and we’ve both lost track of who 
owes whom.

As quickly as this mob can get settle in, we’re 
ready to go. Marshall stands up first, and in his bel
low of a voice, tells us that due to the nature of the 
operation, it’s a modified brief. Fancy way of saying, 
unless something on the Personnel or Supply side are 
going to stop the war with problems, don’t bother 
saying anything.

That throws all of us off stride, but we move on. 
Within seconds of starting, we now realize that this 
is not a briefing, but the big guys coming out to see 
how we are doing. Lots of questions about how the 
troops are managing, what they are doing. Later, 
Hood and I theorize that everyone had given up on 
the thought of any real planning, since we were truly 
making it up as we went, but on one had the courage 
to say that out loud.

After about 20 minutes of this, 1 caught Hood’s 
eye and indicated I was heading back to my office. 
He nodded and I left. Considering what I had to deal 
with tomorrow, I could better use the time preparing 
for the meeting in the morning. I had just sat down 
when a First Lieutenant, someone I’d never me, 
came running into the office.

“I need a phone!”

“For what, Lieutenant?”
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“I’m General Hernandez’s Aide! We just got a 
call from the Governor’s Office!”

Well, shucks and other comments, I shoved my 
phone across the desk so the man could punch in the 
numbers. I sat back and tried not to listen. After he 
got connected, he shoved the phone at me and said, 
“Keep the line open while I get the General!”

I sat there holding the phone for a moment, 
wondering what the Hell I was going to say. I lifted 
it up and said, “This is Staff Sergeant Green. Please 
stand by for General Hernandez.”

At the other end, a lady responded with, “Thank 
you Sergeant. I have the Governor standing by here 
at this end.”

This of course be the time some moron would 
come in and start telling me a dirty joke. That’s the 
way my luck usually runs. But, in this case, I got all 
three Generals, a half dozen strap hangers, and a 
small.. army of NCOs invading ray office. 1 handed 
the phone over to the General, repeating that the 
Governor was waiting.

At this point I tried to find a corner to hide in, 
since everyone was waiting for something important 
to come across the line, and I really didn’t feel com
fortable being there. As The lowest ranking person in 
the room, I had this horrible image of something 
really stupid needing to get done, and I’d catch it.

Instead, Hernandez said., “Yes, Sir. No, Sir” a 
lot. He stopped and looked around and told everyone 
that the Governor was on the phone to the White 
House about the troop movements. He then turned 
back to the phone and looked at me. He smiled, I 
guess because he saw the expression I had, and 
winked. “Hell of a way to fight a war, huh Green?” I 
returned a cross between a choke and a laugh and he 
went back to the conversation. For ten minutes I 
stood against the wall, listening to one end of a con
versation with the White House.

Hanging up, Hernandez asked everyone to re
turn to the briefing room, he had some info to pass 
along. As they filed out, he looked back at me and 
said, “Sorry we don’t have time to get your brief, 
Sarge. I hope you understand.”

For a brief moment, there was an urge to tell 
him 1 didn’t understand, and it was bloody rude of 
him to do that to me, by my not-so-common sense 
kicked in and I nodded and assured him that it was 
fine by me. Sir.

During the next hour, all the visitors were talk
ing to the officers and NCOs. In groups and one on 
one. All of them were trying to gauge how we were 
doing. But, as had always been the case, we felt less 
happy about the info we had coming back to us.

Finally, they all left. The security detail was fi
nally pulled in, and things started to settle down. 1 
told George to cover the office again, and I walked 
down to the latrine. In there I met Hood, again.

“You know about the meeting at Division to
morrow?”

“Yeah. You’ve got it covered?”

“No problem. I might take George with me. I’m 
not comfortable about going by myself.”

“That works. Oh, by the way. What’s your 
schedule tomorrow night?”

I chuckled and looked over at him. “What, 
you’re asking me out on a date?”

“Far from it.”

“Oh?”

“Orders from the General. He wants all Com
manders, CSMs, and Executive Officers checking on 
the soldiers. We’re doing okay, but some units 
aren’t, so we all gotta play the game.”

“Meaning that starting at sunset tomorrow night, 
you and I will be driving around the city of Los An
geles.”

“I see. And how big a security detail will we be 
bringing along with us?”

He smiled and walked over to the sink to wash 
his hands. “With your background, and my leader
ship skills, who else do we need?”

Sighing, I joined him at the sink. “I know, an
other chance to shine. I would like it noted that it’s 
another...”

“... crock? So noted.”

“Actually, another chance to test my scrounging 
skills. Unless you’re happy with carrying only eight 
bullets for your pistol, we’re gonna need more 
ammo.”

(to be continued)
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This article originally appeared in the limited-  by Ann Green Look at this another way, if you
distribution Thunderbox preview, November, 
1997, edited by Ann and Steve Green, © 1998, and tn the 
not-so-limited-distribution Thunderbox #1 (well, a second
ish is promised), also © 1998. Printed by permission of the 
author, editors, publishers, and who knows what else at 
their address. Despite the references to various Brit fans 
who may not be known to fans in other countries, it is the 
opinion of this faned that To Know Oneself is one of the 
more interesting pieces of writing to come out of 1998 and 
it is being reprinted to, er, expose this work to a wider au
dience. 

Many have tried to define that certain something 
which makes an otherwise unremarkable specimen 
of Homo Sapiens into a fan. “A love of Science Fic
tion!” cry some; “A mind open and receptive to new 
ideas!” “Fanzines!” “Conventions!” “Beer!” “Pervy 
sex with chocol...” (Do pay attention, Bridget, 
please.) Where was I? Oh, yes. In the great Venn 
diagram that is our community, we all fit into one of 
the circles, most of us snuggled intimately together 
(clenching our bottoms and desperately wishing we 
hadn’t had last night’s balti) in that happy place 
where ail the rings overlap.

So that’s it, then, this Fandom thing? All sorted, 
switch off the PC and put the cocoa on? As if Let 
me begin by asking a question: do any of you know a 
fan who isn’t a born again, dyed-in-the-wool, card
carrying packrat?

Thought not.

Packrats are cuddly, furry little creatures who 
stuff their homes full of junk - oh, all right, I’m 
sorry - useful, often valuable items, the ownership of 
which brings endless pleasure to the owner. You see 
now where this is going? Good. Unfortunately, to 
those of us whose packrat tendencies are less well 
developed, life with one of their ilk becomes, after 
several years of marriage, downright scary. The re
alisation of just what I’d let myself in for dawned on 
me one day as I watched Steve open his mail: that 
sheet of paper in his hand (it may have been a copy 
of Ansible or a money-off voucher for shaving 
foam - go figure) would never leave our house. 
Things which come into our house stay in our 
house - forever. “But it’s valuable,” they protest, “It 
must be worth at least a fiver...”

will: have you ever watched a programme 
on the telly where some individual is talking about 
his or her - I have to say it’s mostly his - hobby, ob
session or whatever, from their home? They’re usu
ally sitting in their favourite room, inevitably a den- 
like study of some kind, with wall-to-wall, floor-to- 
ceiling bookshelves behind them, paper of the self
propagating type (never heard of it? Come ‘round to 
our house, sweet thing) in piles upon heaps, balanc
ing all kinds of weird shit in precarious positions. 
Their environment, coupled with tiny quirks of dress 
and speech, marks them out as a Fan; it doesn’t ma
ter if they’ve never heard of sf, neither have half the 
people who go to cons these days (more than half if 
you count the ever-increasing number of babies that 
turn up).

Still not convinced? Okay, let’s try something 
else. You will agree that the Fannish credentials of 
those individuals named below are absolutely 
sparkly. I will show you, in all their hideousness, the 
different and varied kinds of packrat lurking in their 
dark and beer-stained souls.

The Eclectic Packrat

This is probably the worst of the breed. The EP 
has many interests, most of which are actually injuri
ous, as they involve complete and obligatory absti
nence from any form of physical exercise whatso
ever unless it results in entry to a pub or second-hand 
bookshop. Their nests will contain not only books, 
but comics, 1960s toys - in mint condition - defunct 
typewriters, knackered cameras, the box from the 
ghetto-blaster before last, and hundreds upon hun
dreds of T-shirts, each one more bilious than the last 
and all far too small - either they’ve shrunk, the 
owner has expanded, or panoramic views of fat hairy 
tummies with fluffy (unpierced) belly-buttons were 
once the height of fashion. On rare occasions, the EP 
may be seen in B&Q, where it will snuffle around 
the DIY, grunting derisively at the exorbitant cost of 
flat-pack bookshelves. It will then purchase two or 
three sets of shelves, in colours bearing no resem
blance to the colour scheme of the room for which 
they are intended, because they’re “on offer.” Hav
ing got their purchases home, they will set about ig
noring them for months on end, because (a), they
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require a certain amount of effort in order to assem
ble them, and (b), the EP needs to tidy a space large 
enough to work in to build the things, if EPs have 
garages or sheds they will be too full of stuff to con
struct anything - except excuses as to why the book
shelves remain in the boxes. Gentle reader, 1 give 
you Steve Green. (Oh go on, have him; I’ve had the 
bugger for sixteen years - and unlike Louise Wood
ward, 1 didn’t even get to appeal...)

The Techno Packrat

TPs are some of the more annoying members of 
the species. There are two flavours: the Smug TP and 
the Evangelical TP. STPs earn good money, usually 
at computery-type jobs, and aren't afraid to spend it 
on enough computer hardware to not only fly the 
space shuttle, but programme it to bathe the baby* 
and organise four Worldcons simultaneously - in 
Azerbaijan. Life is lived to the white noise hum of 
PCs, laptops and the comforting clicks of digital 
cameras. Fanzines may be produced, but are collated 
and stapled entirely by robots bought second-hand 
from the British car company down the road which 
has just gone into receivership.

Evangelical TPs are more insidiously damaging 
to your lifestyle and finances. Avoid them like the 
pox, dear reader, for they are the drug dealers of fan
dom. ETPs have usually done a succession of elec
tronic engineering jobs, and when they move on, 
don’t so much empty their desk as the company 
they’re leaving. Their dens are full of electronic de
tritus, bits of motherboard, the odd hard drive and 
internet software CDs used as coffee mug coasters. 
These nasty little creatures invite you down for a 
quiet weekend, but by Saturday lunchtime, they’ve 
got you hunched over a table strewn with more te
chie shit than Dr. Frankenstein could shake a stick at, 
building a bloody computer. Ten arguments with 
your server and a truly terrifying phone bill later, it 
slowly dawns on you that you yourself have, become 
a Techno Packrat. Stand up and be severely beaten, 
Anne-Marie Wright.

*(Re: the baby: You might think she’s railed 
Marianne, but I couldn’t possibly comment.)

The Obscenely Rich Packrat

Much the same as the Eclectic Packrat (q.v ), but 
they can afford houses big enough to stow all their 
collections in fully fitted libraries so that their nests 
appear neat. ORP Pete Weston may have a cool 
domicile, but his packratty little heart is as black as 
ours.

The Anally Retentive Packrat

No I’m not feeling imaginative. Yes, 1 am gonna 
take a pop at Tony Berry; it seems to be something of 
a tradition, after all. ARPs are obsessives - as, of 
course, are all Packrats. They have all the same stuff 
as other Packrats, but they don 'I want you to know 
about it. Not to be confused with the ORP, you aver
age ARP has a smallish terraced house with a new 
front door and a shiny knob (the doctor says the 
cream should start working any day now...). Ilie ' 
postage-stamp-sized lawn out front will have been j 
freshly trimmed - with nail scissors - and any offen
sive neighbours removed and their houses bulldozed. 
Inside, they not only tidy up, but they dust, for god’s 
sake - then again, they wouldn't want their give
away collection of beer bottles to look less than their 
best now, would they? In the feng shui oasis of clut
ter-free minimalism that is Tony’s Oldbury home, 
the empty beer bottle is king. Nurtured and tended as 
well as any collection of Cycladic art, the bottles 
twinkle sweetly in the smog from the nearby motor- j 
way, each different one a testimony to several mil- ! 
lion liver cells now sadly gone for good. God love I 
him, he’s tried so hard to fight it, but it’s time to Do I 
The Right Thing and admit it Tony, you’re a packrat, I 
just like us.

The Reluctant Packrat

In this sub-species, the reluctance comes not 
from choice but from necessity. They’d like to pack
rat merrily away, and for the most part they do, but 
lacking the tidiness of the ARP and the space of the 
ORP, they can’t keep as much junk as they’d really 
like, and have to indulge in a sin as heinous to Fan
nish Packrats as shagging donkeys is to the Pope:  
self discipline. Not only can they not acquire as  
much tat as the rest of us, but they’re forced to get 
rid of stuff on a regular basis. Martin Tudor, for in
stance, at one time had a large enough mass of books 
and unsold copies of Critical Wave to bend space;
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now you can walk unimpeded around the little house 
behind the gurdwara - if you’re Kate Moss, that is. 
All that remains for him to do is find somewhere for 
baby Heloise to sleep now she’s outgrown the 
drawer of the photocopier and he’s home and dry.

The Sexual Packrat

Mmmm, that woke you up didn’t it? I’m begin
ning to wonder if this cutie isn’t an endangered spe
cies what with all these “Us? Shagging? Never!” dis
claimers littering the place. The nervousness of the 
nineties has hit Fandom harder than just about any
where; back in the seventies and eighties, you could
n’t move at conventions for the heaving bottoms and 
hot sweaty scandal. Take Joy Hibbert for example. 
What? Oh, you already have. You too? And you...? I 
don’t mean to be unkind, but there are some pretty 
glowing examples of the SP still around, male and 
female, collecting partners like sex is gonna be 
banned any day now. In truth these SPs are only 
pseudo packrats as they rarely keep their acquisitions 
for very long; when they do return them to the shelf 
whence they came, it’s rarely without the odd page 
corner folded or a teeny crack in the spine. Remem
ber, embarrassment is also a sexually transmitted 
disease and you don’t want to end up slightly faxed.

The Award-Winning Packrat

Talented little buggers these. Every year their 
mantelpiece has to be reinforced to take the weight 
of yet another award. “Oh I wish they’d make these 
Hugos lighter, or at least with a nice floral motif to 
match the curtains!” was the comment attributed to a 
certain Reading Fan a couple of months ago. I can 
confirm, however, that although the AWP in ques
tion is a former nuclear physicist, he has abandoned 
plans to replace the pointy tips of the awards with 
miniaturised Trident warheads - he couldn’t get the 
Pritt to stick. (And if you think that joke fell flat on 
its face because one doesn’t use non-sticky-sticky- 
stuff in the manufacture or storage of weapons of 
mass destruction, go take a peep at the Cold War 
leftovers in the ex-USSR.)

£££££

And now a quiz, so you can discover just what 
kind of sad creature you are...

Question 1. when you leave a convention, is 
your luggage...

a) heavier than when you arrived?
b) more valuable than when you arrived?
c) in the boot of the car belonging to the person 

you’ve been shagging since the early hours of

Saturday morning?

Q2. You inherit two thousand ancient fanzines. Do 
you...

a) keep a few and donate the rest to Memory 
Hole?

b) lose sleep worrying about how you can get 
that mauve bookcase cobbled together before your 
wife throws a hissy fit?

c) strew them all over the living room and 
scream at the dog for trampling on them - but leave 
the bookshelves in the box?

Q3. You have more books than Waterstones, there 
isn’t a cat in hell’s chance that you’ll ever read them 
all and you’re really short of money. Do you...

a) sell some?
b) put them in the loft and pretend they don’t 

exist?
c) buy more books, of course - what kind of 

damfool quiz is this?

Q4. You wake up in a hotel room. Your mouth 
resembles nothing so much as the inside of Robbie 
Coltran’s posing pouch, and there’s a strange man 
asleep next to you. Do you...

a) look for his con badge - at least you’ll know 
his name?

b)look for any con badge - it’s the only chance 
you have of remembering your own name right now?

c) look for a Read Me - you might be missing a 
fan fund auction?

Q5. Your offspring’s first words were or will be...
a) “Mama, Dada, Plokta?”
b) “What was Critical Wave, Dad - and I can 

stop sweeping chimneys yet?”
c) “D:\Nipple\Connect.yum?”

Q6. You have to don sunglasses before you open the 
living room curtains each morning, otherwise you’d 
be blinded by the sunlight reflected off your 
collection of Hugos. You are...

a) Dave Langford?
b) Dave Langford?
c) Peter Weston - you got the guys at your old 

factory to knock you up a couple of dozen; hell, you 
can afford it?

Yeah right, like you need me to tell you how 
you scored.

Gentle reader, enjoy your packratting; after all, 
it’s what makes you so very special.
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paragraphs with commentary in script by ye ed

Alexander Bouchard

Let us start with the Brad Foster cover. Once 
again, Brad is providing us with something you don’t 
see every day. (Not even if your names are Chauncey 
and Edgar.) If he’s drawing from life, it makes me 
Ghodawfully glad I don’t live in Texas.

I understand that he went to Michigan for his models.

Milt Stevens’ review of the 19th century book 
by Bellamy was hilarious, insightful, and a key way 
to distinguish between the Victorian “romantic” view 
and today’s jaundiced (if not gangrenous) view of 
mankind. Maybe R. A. H. was right after all .. . that 
we humans are ungovernable.

Joe Major/s in-depth review of Challenger by 
Guy Lillian hits pretty close to the mark, I think. . . 
Guy is someone with deep feelings, it seems to me, 
which he hides with his socially-inept-fan façade: 
when he gets cranking on something like the subject 
of the last article mentioned by Joe’s review, you can 
almost see the passion being poured on the paper.

Guy, who says that he barely understands pencils, is 
good at pouring passion (and other things), some of which do 
not always hit the paper.

Your respondents are intelligent, informed, and 
frilly capable of going off into reams of learned dis
course at the drop of a left-hand-thread Johnson rod. 
The fact that they don’t, thus boosting you to the size 
of FOSFAX and rendering you impecunious, is due 
in large measure to how you handle them.

I handle them as little as possible with a ten-foot Yugo
slavian. * Slash* rip* tear* is my editorial motto (sez he who 
had the longest lettercot in the early and mid eighties) Be
sides, I am already close to impecunious. Ever hear of fixed 
income?" Not that it was broken, but it sure got fixed right 
after I retired

John Berry

Well, what can I say? Yet another absolutely 
superb Brad W. Foster front cover. Starting the latest

NO AWARD 6 with such an artistic treasure puts one 
in a good mood to start turning over the pages.

Or one’s stomach. Tor a change of pace, you could al
ways try reading the zine whilst standing on your head.

I must tell you that I have six grandsons, and the 
second oldest is Peter, aged 20 ... he is currently at 
a university in Glasgow. He rang me up at the begin
ning of January and asked if you could stay for a 
couple of days, and bring his girlfriend. My wife and 
I live in a small bungalow, with one bedroom, and 
the first thing I asked them, when they arrived, was, 
“What are the sleeping arrangements?” “There aren’t 
any, “ Peter replied, “just sling a couple of mat
tresses and a large duvet in the lounge.” His girl
friend was a cracker, large brown eyes, and that was 
only for starters. We sat talking all night, and we 
asked each other what films we had seen lately. Peter 
and Kirstie (for that was her name) said that they had 
just seen the most marvelous horror film ever, 
SIXTH SENSE. “You must both go and see it,” they 
said, “because it has the most marvelous, utterly sur
prising ending.” We pressed them, but they would 
not divulge it. We, so far, still have not seen the film, 
but your columnist, Mike Glyer, cleverly led me to 
the denouement before I noticed the spring trap. 
Straight into it, I sprockled. (A Northern Ireland 
word denoting uncoordinated movement.) Of course, 
I have to thank Mike for saving me the price of two 
expensive cinema tickets. Now, I shall never know 
whether or not the film “exhibits a wonderful aware
ness of the cinema’s visual language, the tradition of 
ghost movies and our cultural mores.”

I think that your grandson’s “sleeping arrangements" 
showed you more about current cultural mores more than 
any movie could. Up close and real That you did not imme
diately throw them out of your house shows how old pharts 
like us have also changed. But then, we are fans, so we 
probably did not have to change very much.

Eric Lindsay

You ticked, “how can you stand to not live in 
Los Angeles?” This amuses me, as you may have 
noticed when Jean and 1 visit the USA, we take great 
care mostly to be sure we take planes routed via San
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Francisco rather than Los Angeles. Take the airport 
(please), which is incredibly noisy and crowded at 
LA. and far less so at SF. Then, when you step out
side, the traffic noise level just increases., and you 
discover there seems no way to get any transport 
anyplace. At SF, there are buses to the CalTrain sta
tion, and you can get up and down Silicon Valley 
with reasonable ease. Now, some other LA airports 
are not so bad—Burbank seems OK, at least with 
regard to traffic noise, but there seems to be no 
places you go to eat near Burbank airport.

The problems you describe at LAX have to 
do, mainly, with its being one of the busiest air
ports in the USA. .Anyway, there are shuttles 
and stuff to other areas of the city. The Van 
Nuys shuttle takes one to across the street from 
the Van Nuys airport (a general aviation air
port) in the middle of the San Fernando Valley - 
and I have used that many times when flying 
out of LAX. It would be rather inconvenient for 
me to use San Francisco International after all

As to Burbank Airport, it is untrue that
there are no places to eat near it. Unless the next aeroplane 
which skids off of the runway veers slightly North and 
wipes it out, there is a Chinese restaurant on Hollywood 
Way. And I eat, several times a day, at a place only about 
ten minutes from that airport - it is known as my apartment.

Congratulations on your retirement. May it be as 
happy as mine has been to date. The only thing is, I 
totally fail to see what happened to all the time I 
thought it would free up, and seem to be busier now 
than ever.

*snicker*snicker*weep*wail*. Same here. At least, in 
retirement, it is we retirees who get to decide what it is we 
will not get to today. And, if something has to be put off, so 
bloody what? The other benefit of retirement is that we no 
longer have to hold off, for fear of being fired, telling the 

fuckers to sod off. And I, at least, can let my innate cur- 
mudgeonliness come to the suface.

Harry Warner Jr.

You are to be congratulated for reaching retire
ment. I hope you have enjoyed by now the same re
action that I have experienced ever since my own 
retirement 18 years ago; complete freedom from re
gret over the decision to quit work. 1 worried end
lessly in the last years on the job for fear that I had 
somehow miscalculated my income vs. expenses or 
that retirement would leave me too idle to enjoy life. 
But those fears were baseless. I’m busier now than I 
was when I was working forty to fifty hours a week

Terry Jeeves

That Bellamy book review - very good. I 
haven’t read it myself, but now I’d like to have 
a copy.

After reading what Milt wrote, you actually 
want to read it? Either Milt failed or you are very 
weirdly masochistic.

and, so far, I’ve not experienced a year in which my 
income failed to exceed my outgo. Unlike you, how
ever, I was determined to have an absolutely sincere 
retirement, one in which I wouldn’t chat by earning 
money. I’ve succeeded m that, too (I don’t count 
some income from the fan history books because 
they were written while I was still on the job).

I had those fears, too, before I finally quit working. In 
my case, though, even though I wanted to be able to enjoy a 
workfree retirement, I just got to the point that I was men

tally unable to 
handle any more 
full-time crap. As \ 
it has turned out, 
though, it looks 
like the economy 
has raised the 
valuation of my 
retirement plans 
and it looks as i 
though I will not 
have to pickup a 
part-time job to 

keep my financial house in order. (Absolutely nothing, 
though, will ever keep Kipple Central, this pile of stuff in 
which I reside, in any kind of order.) It being less than a year 
since I retired, this may change, but I hope not. I am too 
busy in retirement to find any time for paying work,

Joseph Major has done it again with a fine fan
zine review. I don’t see any particular reason why a 
fanzine review shouldn’t resemble a loc, the point on 
which he was criticized in the loc section this time.

However, I don’t think it’s right to equate Civil 
War re-enactment fans with SCA members. The for
mer strive to reproduce exactly how it was in camp 
and in battle except for factors involving safety and 
health. The Society for Creative Anachronism obeys 
its name’s implications by reproducing the Middle 
Ages as they should have been, not as they were.

Once again Len puts into the permanence of 
print some information on California fandom that 
probably existed previously only in the memories of 
a dwindling few survivors of those long-ago years.

Your innovation in the loc section (at least, 1 
can’t remember having seen it elsewhere) of putting 
short extracts from some letters into boxes is a good 
one. This seems much more appropriate than includ
ing a sentence or two form some of those in the wahf 
section, because the short quotes look more impor
tant than the longer locs through the prominence 
with which they hit the eye
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Yours was the only comment on this innovation. I in
tend to continue using it. It is a neat layout trick, and it is 
one of the many reasons I prefer using computer technology 
to typing on stencil. Had I never been aide to afford a com
puter I would have never returned to producing zines. I 
know of your feelings about computers, Harry; but, I must 
say that they are the frosting on the cake of my retirement - 
and, indeed & large part of the cahe itself On the shelf 
above this computer is a loose-leaf binder containing a list of 
all of the fanzines in my collection and across the room is 
another with a list of all of my sf books. As yet unprinted is 
a list of all of my APA disties. As I get more items I enter 
them in the computer (sorting them alphanumerically), and I 
will print new lists once a year.

Gary Deindorfer

The cover is a Brad W. Foster psychedelic mas
terpiece. His characters are quite funny. A real zippy 
blast, indeed!

Len Moffatt’s latest article of reminiscences is 
great, juicy, fascinating faanish history. Len must 
know a million fannish anecdotes after all the years 
he’s been a fan.

Great, juicy, fascinating - that is what it is. What it is 
not is immoral illegal or fattening. It is also a bit of West
ern fan history to help fill in the gaps of what is mostly, in 
recent years, reporting of fan history occurring a bit East of 
here.

Thanks to Ed 
Green for showing 
us what a riot is 
like from the sol
dier’s point of 
view. Doesn’t 
sound like exactly 
a picnic. This seg
ment of Ed’s arti
cle is straightfor
wardly written, 
with no frills, and he really builds the tension. Well 
done.

Ed's material is heavier than I usually like for NO 
AWARD; however, aside from it being written by a fan, 
there are two reasons it is in here. Ed is a very good writer, 
and this is the first account of the L.A. riots written from 
the viewpoint of a National guardsman. Jis a subset of all 
of this, my pubbing of his experiences is giving him an oppor
tunity to get this down on paper. He tells me that, the more 
that he gets into this, the more he finds to write. I hope that 
he finds a paying market for it after it is finished

The Taral recruitment poster for Oz is one of his

Lee Hoffman

I have become really terrible about writing letters. 
After roughly half a century of writing one thing or an
other, I feel somewhat written out. I hope you’ll forgive 
me.

Come on home, Lee - All is Forgiven.

masterpieces. And a beautiful Schirm at the end of 
the zine. His line is so fluid, yet suggest volume and 
heft so well. He is truly a cartoon master. The 
“Consumer Warning” is a brief classic.

Both Taral and Schirm deserve placement on the Best 
Fanartist Hugo shortlist. Alas, limited exposure of both 
probably precludes this.

Rodney Leighton

Joseph Nicholas touched on one aspect of fan
dom which is bothering me when he asked what you 
knew of him of him other than what you read in fan
zines.

We are all guilty of passing judgment on people 
based on little or no information. This occurs in real 
life constantly. We make a judgment on every person 
we meet; even those we pass on the street. We de
cide whether we like a person or not based on looks 
and a few words or sometimes simply on how he or 
she looks. with minimal interaction, people become 
friends or enemies. We decide the worth and value 
and characteristics of people based on little or no 
data.

In the small press world, coverall all types of 
fanzines, we base our opinions of other people on 
what a person writes. This is a highly dangerous 
practice in that what a person writes may be an exact 
representation of his personality and beliefs or it may 

be total bullshit, tossed out to 
see what reaction it receives. 
It is, of course, the sole crite
ria one has. Except in the case 
of fans wealthy enough to 
travel the world and attend 
cons and meet people, who 
then have other criteria. Or in 
the case of people who make 
use of telephones or cameras 
or videotapes or various other 

means of communication. However, in many cases, 
all one knows about a person is what is on the page 
of a fanzine. Or many pages.

Making judgments of a person from this bare bit 
of knowledge is extremely facetious, not to mention 
silly. Passing judgment on a sentence, a paragraph, a 
letter, an article, or a series of letters is perfectly rea
sonable. Passing judgment on a person’s entire worth 
and character based on such minimal data is scurri
lous. I have been guilty of it myself, many times. It 
used to be fun to see how people reacted to such 
tings and the things which people write. Lately, I
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find it bothering me.

Not because of any personal attacks, although 
that has occurred a few times the past few months. 
But worse things have been said about me in the past 
which didn’t bother me much if at all. When Rob 
Hansen called me a Neanderthal something or other 
based on one paragraph, I decided he was a complete 
idiot with a big mouth and forgot it. I was kind of 
bothered when Joe Major made some derogatory 
comments about me in NO A WARD 5, mostly be
cause we correspond regularly. But we still do.

The reactions of you and S. M. Stirling and a 
couple of others to a loccer in FOSFAX were hilari
ous. I kept thinking of what a pack of idiots you were 
for getting so upset over this bit of silliness. But do 
you know what?

At the time I felt you nor no one had any right to 
demand the man be removed from someone else’s 
mailing list. But I was not at all concerned that you 
and various other folks had passed judgment on the 
man based on virtually no data. Nor did it bother me 
that I was sitting here laughing my head off at this 
bunch of fools getting all upset at him. Now, these 
days? I am wondering if it was not unfair and im
proper that you all passed said judgments on that loc
cer. . . as I did myself... but I also wonder if it was 
fair and proper of me to laugh at you for your reac
tions and to consider you dimwits for said reactions.

As I said, this is normal procedure. Hell, I’ve 
been in more feuds in pro wrestling fandom than 
anyone can count and all I know about those folks is 
what they wrote. People pass judgment on other peo
ple in all types of publications, in correspondence, in 
every walk of life. I am wondering if reading folks 
doing this is a good hobby, that’s all.

All that said, I have to confess that I loved Sher
wood’s depiction of Joey Nicholas.

Well laid out and presented, and I must say that I 
agree with much of what you say in the abstract. In the real 
world though, at least in the real world of fanzines, though, 
reacting to what a person writes (and the persona they pro
ject) is a fannish given - it is expected. There is a rough give 
and take, and the thin-skinned need not apply. Is this fair? 
Well when a person projects a consistent persona in many 
locs to many zines, he or she is opening themselves up to 
judgments by other fans. Joseph has been projecting a per
sona in many articles and locs since his days doing KTF fan
zine reviews. He should not complain if we use the same 
methods when we reply to him. Is this persona the real Jo
seph? I can say that I do not think so because I have met

him a few times. We shared a bidding table at AUSSIE- 
CON II (and I remember him interacting with a panel I was 
on in the Fan Lounge), and I also met him at the first Seat
tle Corflu. We were both at the Brighton Worldcon; but, 
although I remember talking to Judith, I do not remember 
any conversations with Joseph. I will react to Joseph in a 
very pleasant manner in person because he is a very pleasant 
person in person. On paper, he tends to be an ogre - I respond 
in kind.

That loccer in FOSFAX, though, is so far beyond the 
bend in what he writes that he has even forgotten that there 
was a bend. His writings make him seem certifiable and I am 
not the only FOSFAX loccer who has sensed this, and Jo
seph Major has told me that Franz has been this way ever 
since he started loccing. Stirling and I are not the only loc- 
cers who feel that this nutcase does not belong in fandom.

Now, it is time to leighton, er. lighten up a bit.

Lloyd Penney

Many thanks for issue 6 of NO AWARD . . . 
from sMARTasserY himself. Before I cause any 
more trouble, especially for myself, here’s a loc.

Too late, Lloyd, too late. Smartassery Is A Way Of 
Life, you should know. You have just dived into the deep 
end

I certainly agree with Joe Major on Guy 
Lillian’s Challenger. Even though only its 10th issue 
is out, I find it a slow, easy, and comfortable read. 
(Those words don’t usually describe reading a fan
zine, but whatthehell . . .) It reflects Guy well, and it 
is always enjoyable to read at leisure. Best of all, 
every issue has a lot to comment on, so Guy’s locol 
is always a large part of the zine.

To me, Challenger always reads as though it has a 
highly emotional buzz going on at all times. It is suffused 
with Guy's personality throughout; so much so that it seems, 
at times, that he might be writing other people's columns. He 
certainly can pick compatible writers (sez this writer of an 
article in Challenger 11)

So YOU’RE the one who makes FOSFAX THE 
GIGANTIC HUNK OF SLICED PAPER IT IS! 
Your locs are the main reason mailmen everywhere 
suffer from hernias.

Ten to twelve page single-spaced foes have seemed right 
for that zine in the past. Now that I have decided to eschew 
commenting on editor Tim Lane’s anti-Clinton lunacies, I 
can probably drop off three or four pages per loc. We shall 
see. Besides, I am getting tired of being one of the few token
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liberals in that morass of mostly extreme right-wing nut
cases. There are some interesting fans there, that is why I 
stay.

Joseph Major

“If music is the food of love then rock must be 
the fast food version.” And rap is the dumpster ver
sion.

The quote you supplied makes me think that you are 
unaware of the origin of the title of HOLIER THAN 
THOU. As a devotee of rock music (who is spending his cur
rent years with his first musical love, classical (and with 
some Beethoven on the radio as he types this), I was often 
annoyed with the mistakes I heard on too many rock, re
cordings and wishing that there would he a rock group called 
HOLIER THAN THOU which would record various pieces 
without the mistakes. I have wide-ranging tastes in music, 
but rap is not one of them, and I think that you rate it too 
highly.

Milt Stevens may be unaware that Edward 
Bellamy wrote a thrilling sequel to Looking Back
ward. Well, maybe “thrilling” is not the right word. 
In fact, if you want to talk soporific, Equality is to 
Looking Backward as Nembutal is to amphetamines. 
Bookstores flagged it “Do Not operate heavy ma
chinery for twenty-four hours after reading this 
book.”

Since when did bookstores start carrying NO 
AWARD? Or a certain FOSFAX loccer’s locs, for that mat
ter. To say nothing of my listserv e-mail postings.

At the end of Looking Backward, Julian West 
runs downstairs to apologize to his girlfriend Edith 
for dreaming that she was all a dream. No doubt 
James Branch Cabell could have made something 
out of this but no such luck. Therefore, Equality be
gins with Edith announcing that she is going to go 
change clothes. It turns out that all women of the 
year 2000 wear slacks. One more obstacle to deal 
with on Saturday night. Moreover, all the clothing is 
high-quality paper. It solves the problem of carrying 
notepads, and puts a new charm into rainy days.

Your last comment shows that you understand that this 
zine is determinedly Politically Incorrect as a matter of prin
ciple.

Len Moffatt contributes more memories of those 
wonderful days in Califandom when there were 
enough fen to make a critical mass (and obviously 
could be very critical) but not so many that everyone

was swamped. I had heard about Laney’s little ob
sessions, like the floor plan of the Tucker Inn pub
lished in the mimeo edition of A Wealth of Fable 
which has one restroom for men, one for women, 
and one for Laney so he would not be accosted by 
perverts.

Would not having a special restroom just for him keep 
Laney from shitting on the perverts? I thought not.

The Schizophrenic Chimp: “This banana goes in 
my ear to lure out the scorpion that is hiding in my 
brain.”

The Paranoid Chimp: “This banana looks like a 
banana. But then, that’s what they want me to think.”

The Bipolar (Manic-Depressive) Chimp: “Gotta 
have a banana now! Well, who cares ...”

find then there is the Dead Chimp, well on his way 
towards resembling a dead banana.

Lousy smells? “Until you’ve walked a mile in 
another man’s moccasins, you’ll never believe the 
smell.”

Until you smell the aroma of the English pipe tobacco I 
love.

E. B. Frohvet

Methinks I doth protest too much; none the less, 
I will deny having had a “humourectomy.” Absurd is 
inherent in funny, it is not the same thing as funny. 
They are related concepts, not identical concepts.

In defense of which, I did recognize Joseph T. 
Major’s double entendre in which he describes Guy 
Lillian III as “a long-standing member in condom.” 
While this could easily be construed as a compli
ment, perhaps we should wait for Guy’s response 
(better yet, the response of Guy’s lady friends) be
fore reaching a conclusion.

Whilst I am not coming to a climax on this point (oooh, 
what a bad man you are), I think accuracy demands that I 
point out that absurd is a subset of funny and is not a con
cept related to it. We will leave Guy and his lady friends to 
reach their own... (Should I call that a pregnant pause?)

Joseph Nicholas

Congratulations on opting for an early retire
ment from full-time work, with a period of part-time 
employment to come before you reach full retiring 
age.
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Thank you, sir. As it turned out (and I Have reported 
elsewhere). things worked out so that I have not had to do 
any part-time work, If things continue on this way, the only 
reason that I will have put in any part-time work is because 
I want to. This does not seem likely at the moment, but 
something interesting may come up (like doing something for 
a politician I might want to help out), If I liked the politi
cian real well I will volunteer my time. If that person is just 
OK, I would ask for pay for my work. At this time there is 
no financial reason why I have to rush into any kind of 
work I do not want to do.

But let us turn to other parts of this issue: spe
cifically, the letter column, in which I note (with a 
weary sigh) that you are still defending your earlier 
assertion that what you’ve read or been told by other 
people is sufficient grounds on which to base a claim 
to comprehensive knowledge about me - an assertion 
typical of science fiction fanzine fandom but liable to 
provoke derisive laughter everywhere else. To claim 
that a coherent and accurate picture of anyone can be 
assembled from superficial acquaintance with a 
handful of scattered texts and a number of disjointed 
third party impressions (doubtless contrived from 
garbled hearsay evidence of what once happened to a 
friend of a friend) is downright absurd—-and 
(bluntly) the more you make it the more idiotic you 
appear. You are simply pretending to knowledge you 
can’t possibly have.

(Insert *sigh* here.) I do not claim "comprehensive” 
knowledge about you - nobody, possibly even yourself, 
knows that As I was pointing out to Rodney Leighton 
(who was writing on this general topic) my responses to you 
are based on what you write. I realise that my perceptions of 
you are primarily based on what you write, but this has been 
tempered by the few personal meetings with you which I 
have had. But you cannot deny that you have a tendency to 
fly off the written handle (as it were) - often abetted by me. 
Let me give an example how I set you up and let you ignite 
some fires. This is from your first appearance in HOLIER 
THAN THOU, it was issue #9 in 1981. Yeah, we have 
been at it for some time.

I set you up by turning your loc on HTT #8 into an 
article, titling said article, “You're Full Of Shit, Marty." I 
did go on to say that the title was mine and not yours.. Then 
we get to your first sentence: "Your review of the Gardner 
Dozois-edited Best SF Stories Of The Year, which I hope 

you will forgive me for saying, struck me as so reactionary 
and bigoted a tract...’’ We have been entertaining fandom 
with this stuff ever since.

Joseph, from what I know of you I must say that I like 
you. I also like much of what you write (and I agree with 
some of it and do not agree with other things.) So what? At

this point I would like to put an end to this stuff which goes 
nowhere; and, after nineteen years, probably has fandom 
yawning in boredom. There we are, long away from substance 
and arguing about if I do or do not know you. I prefer to 
leave this on a friendly note, telling you that what I do 
know of you makes me want to consider you a longtime ac- 
quaintance with few hard feelings between us. Shake?

You attempt another refutation of my comments  
on the crises of agenda SF and "the collapse of the 
idea of spaceflight as an achievable goal for the hu
man species” with the claim that this “does not 
square with the reality that, at least in [the USA] 
there is still a large constituency for this idea” - but 
so what? This is no refutation, because there is no 
automatic connection between the existence of an 
idea and its achievability.

Consider the following parallel. In the UK, sev
eral thousand people support a political ideal which 
argues that, if the working classes can be sufficiently 
radicalised, they will be brought to the realisation 
that because the capitalist system rewards only the 
few it cannot satisfy the needs of the many; and 
therefore that the many must unite to overthrow capi
talism and replace it with a new economic order in 
which all will be equal and none will exploit another 
for profit. But what does the number who pledge al
legiance to this ideal say about its actual achievabil
ity? Absolutely nothing - and as it is with the likeli
hood of proletarian revolution, so it is with those in 
the USA who support spaceflight. In this sense, there 
is no difference between the Socialist Workers Party 
and the Mars Society: both are dreamers who have 
no grasp of political realities.

At this point I should admit, whilst my knowledge of 
current things British are relatively limited, they are non
existent. In addition to the usual news sources I would add 
paying attention to C-SPAN coverage of Britain (which 
includes Prime Minister’s Question Time) almost daily read
ing of The Guardian, and zines and locs by Brits (some of 
which give an opinion of current British politics. With that 
in mind, and modified by Tony Blair's large majority in the 
House of Commons, I posit that the possibility of the Social
ist Workers Party overthrowing the British government in 
the near future is dim.

The same C-SPAN which gives me some coverage of  
some things British also gives me gavel-to-gavel coverage of 
the US House of Representatives and the US Senate. The 
Los Angeles Times gives me daily coverage of American poli
tics, as do various other newspapers in this country (many of
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which I read on a random basis). To this I can add CNN and 
other reputable on-line sources of reliable news. So. From 
this material I know that there are many Senators and Rep
resentatives who hold pro-space positions - enough of them 
that the space programme in this country remains alive. Tut
ting both this and the previous paragraph together shows 
that you are in part wrong - the Socialist Workers Party has 
no grasp of the political realities in your country but the 
proponents of space exploration have a very good grasp of 
political realities and are seeing some of what they want 
being funded I make no predictions as to what political 
reaRties wild change in either your or my country in the near 
or far future, but that is the way it is today. If you were 
right as to the American political realities, then the on-going 
NASA budgets and our recent space probes are all a figment 
of our imaginations.

You also claim that I merely assert, “without 
any factual backup, that Anderson, Niven et al are 
writing their novels with the idea of vociferously 
promoting spaceflight” and suggest that they are in
stead “top-notch story-tellers [whose] enjoyment of 
writing in their chosen genres shows in in every 
word,” who are read for their “sheer, wonderful 
story-telling,” which “has nothing to do with whether 
or not [they] are pro-space.” To which I respond with 
a snort of laughter and the sarcastic enquiry: are you 
serious?

I do not see Poul Anderson very often; however, as 
both Jerry Pournelle and Larry Niven are LASFS members 
who attend most meetings, I can claim that I have a bit of 
knowledge of some of their thinking I know that Jerry 
Pournelle is quite active in pro-space programmes and the 
Larry Niven has a big interest in maintaining our presence 
in space, I feel that it is a denigration of their writing abili
ties to consider them little more than propagandists for that 
political position. It does not follow that having many of 
their stories occurring in space automatically means that 
they these stories are no better than political tracts. Well, 
that is what you are implying even if you do not use those

particular words. A good author can transcend his political 
beliefs, and most do. Poul Anderson, as an example, has pro

fessed beliefs which are (or are close to) libertarianism in locs 
to various zines, yet a goodly portion of his best output is 
put in the context of a human empire in space, one with, an 
Emperor, and with the protagonist of these stories a sup
porter of the empire. Does this make Poul a monarchist? By 
your apparent viewpoint, he would have to be. As a con
sumer of good stories I prefer to read the author’s whose 
stories I like as good story tellers rather than as peddlers of 
political propaganda. Simplistic? Naive? I do not give a rats 
ass - I intend to spend my remaining years enjoying stories as 
stories and to confine my politics to politics, where it be
longs. Besides, I will let you gnaw at any sub-texts you may 
claim to find in their works, I will continue to just enjoy 
their fine ST writing as long as they continue to provide it 
and as long as I can spare the bucks to buy what they pro
duce.

You also ought to be aware that a claim that 
people like these authors “for [their] sheer, wonder
ful story-telling” effectively insults such readers by 
suggesting that they’re too dim to spot the sub-texts. 
Never mind insulting the writers as well, for imply
ing that they have nothing to say . . . Perhaps some 
writers don’t; and perhaps some readers are function
ally incapable of grasping a sub-text; but any novel 
worth the name ought to challenge its readers in 
some way, explicitly or implicitly putting forward 
some ideology or viewpoint to be accepted, rejected 
or argued with; the “sheer, wonderful story-telling” 
that you appear to prefer is simply the means by 
which a writer’s ideas are conveyed. Ideas without 
narrative are dull didacticism, and storytelling with
out ideas are merely marks on paper. (Is marks on 
paper all you really want out of science fiction?)

You seem to have totally forgotten what so much of 
what SF is all about. It is about how the characters in a 
story navigate themselves out of difficulties, and it makes no 
difference if those difficulties are technological economic, 
personal political or any combination thereof. Tour on
going imputation that the writers of this type of fiction also 
have an ideological sub-text (when they are doing all or some 
of the above-mentioned plot-lines going) is going against 
Occam’s Razor. ST does very well indeed without throwing 
current political theories into the mix. Compare much of the 
current writing of the libertarians with those who do not 
“push" libertarianism and see which are more interesting to 
more readers. I will admit that the one sub-text which is 
just about inherent in much good SF is so basic as to be bed
rock in it is freedom/democracy/ or however you want to 
label it." Other than that, sub-texts detract from a story, 
and only those academics who “study" ST are more destruc
tive of good story-telling than are writers who put in such 
stub-texts.
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Alexis Gilliland

Thank you for NO AWARD #6, a nicely pro
duced zine with excellent material, starting with 
Brad Foster’s cover.

Of the written material I particularly like Ed 
Green’s “Fanac By Firelight,” which gives a fine 
sense of the situation - - the LA riots - - and the peo
ple involved, here the National Guard, suddenly 
thrust into a front line situation. You had a lot of di
verse material, which will surely appeal to a range of 
diverse tastes. I’m not sure about the Milt Stevens 
piece. You call it a review, and yes, maybe it fits the 
definition, but it made me laugh out loud, which a 
review isn’t supposed to do. Joseph Major’s discus
sion of Guy Lillian’s Challenger #9 is also more a 
meditation than a review; a discursive rumination 
that evokes the issue and tries to imagine the editor 
behind the pages.

“Loc ‘n Load” is a nice lively lettercol. Combin
ing Joe Mayhew and Fred Nietzsche we get: 
“Whatever doesn’t kill me makes me funnier.”

Leigh Husband Kimmel

It still feels a little strange to be writing “2000” 
for the year. When I was a kid, 2000 was The Future, 
that misty time ahead of us when we’d be living in a 
sf world like the Jetsons. Now 2000 is here, and it’s 
a lot of the same old same old, but a lot different in 
ways we *didn’t* expect - like the computer on my 
desktop, or the Internet I spend way too much time 
on, maintaining my ever-growing web pages.

When I was much younger, 2000 seemed like a 
very long time in the future - and it was (I was born 
in 1935). As I grew older, 2000 still seemed a long 
way off, even as I aged into the 1990’s. But I began 
to think more of what I would do when I retired One 
of the long projects I thought that 1 would do would 
be to “type ” up a list of my SF books so that I would 
know when not to spend the money on a certain one 
because I already had it. It seemed like this would be 
a very long project. And then I bought a computer in 
1997 and the project took just a month or so - in my 
spare time.

And all of my fanzines? That would be a listing/ 
sorting project for when I retired. Hah! When I re
tired last February, that particular project (with 
some 5000 zines) took just a month and a half.

Then I get a small windfall and purchase a new,

more powerful computer, and get on line. Ten to 
twelve hours a day on line. 1 am now busier than I 
ever ways whilst working for a living, and the future 
is here. In ways I never realized. I am having a won
derful retirement, marred only by not having any
body close with whom I can share it. But then, not 
having gotten married until I was 47; so, for much of 
my life, sharing my retirement was never “part of the 
plan. ”

Derek Pickles

No Award #6 arrived safely on 4th February. No 
idea how long it took to traverse the North American 
continent, from sea to shining sea, and the broad At
lantic Ocean. It did arrived unmarked by water.

That latter is amazing as I am certain that I had 
put in enough of my own words to adequately satisfy 
its proper amount of "all wet’’ content. Sorry, boss, 
but I guess the moisture evaporated en route. I shall 
try to do better this time.

Like the cover, typical photo of con attendees 
before they get dressed up for the show.

I’ve never been called on jury duty even though 
I spent a lot of time in court when I was a magistrate 
(Justice of the Peace, Bradford Petty Sessions), un
paid service on behalf of my fellow citizens.

Why does it not surprise me to find a fan doing 
something petty?

WAHF
Brad Foster, who welcomed me to the future (even 
though that does not arrive until next January 1): 
Henry Welch, who writes that the L.A. Riots article 
was the best part of the issue (by which may I assume 
that he is a fan of rip, tear, mangle, mutilate, and 
spindle?); Richard Geis, who thanked me for my 
loc and the recent No Award, “But then 1 lost it and 
have only memory to deal with . . ." (neglecting to 
state whether it was the loc or the zine he lost); and 
Sally A. Syrjaia, who wrote, “Thanks for the current 
issue of NO A WARD that arrived in yesterday’s mail. 
Even though I was expecting the latest mailing of 
LASFAPA, NO AWARD was a good runner up.” (In 
a Hugo race, maybe. NO AWARD really is not at 
all like LASFAPA even though I do my best to put a 
lot of smartassery into the zine I contribute to that 
APA. )
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